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cian. The sanction of the health of the city" if he will make tests bill recommendingnewitshouse
candidates to be presented at the x
jX
were
itag
poicieR
bills
The
following
authorities now gives any city hospi- there.
It became known today that without
Chamber of Commerce election SS
His secretary, Dr. Charles de V. introduced:
tal the privilege of making the Gerin April was announced by Presi- - X
ProH. B. No. 327, by Mr. Chaves
6. The
Turkish Hagieon Oros in the Aegean sea. From abating this government's claim to;
Vienna, March
man specialist a resident physician on Hundt announced tonight that Dr.
dent Norment this morning. The X
Friedmann positively would begin his viding a license and tax on retail li- cruiser Hamidieh today sunk three thls.it would appear that the trans-- ! ",e r'8bt to maintain an efficient army
its staff.
the
Mexican
members of the committee are X
the
border,
toalong
were
to
stores.
with
Servian
patrol
loaded
not
sotreatment
of
tuberculosis
Scutari,
Greek
Medical
proceeding
ports
quor
transports
patients
The New York County
To troops on the way to Scutari, accord- but to Gallipoli, where it was proposed new administration intends to useiN J. A. Massie, L. C. Collins, R. H. X
H. B. No. 328, by Mr. Chaves
ciety, which protested against tests morrow, but the secretary would not
some time ago by the Balkan allies every proper means to avoid friction
Hanna, H. B. Cartwright and J. X
because Dr. Friedmann held no li- make known where the physician's prevent the abatement of suits against ing to a Constantinople dispatch.
X R. McFie.
X
The attack on the transport occur- - to make a flank attack on the Turkish with the Mexicans across the line.
cense, will not stand in the way if headquarters for this purpose would public officers.
In line with the disposition to ad- - X X X XX X X XX X X X
H. B. No. 330. by Mr. Mullen- s- red, it is said, near the Peninsula oft troops defending the Dardanelles.
the Berlin doc-- be established.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

"CASCARETS'

The Little Store

UPHELD
YOU FEEL

THE UNITED STATES
HOLDS

Gently Cleanse Your Live
and Sluggish Bowels While

Estancia Eggs, - - 25c per doz.
- - 35c per doz.

ER GROCERY CO.
PHONE 40.

WHOLESALE

RETAIL

AND

i

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL
ALFALFA SEED.

of flowers, garden

All kinds

&

STOCK

j

FOOD.

field seeds in bulk and packages

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Phone Black

LcU ncKbLn

45

toward future

45

1

Wood I

oal

I

SAWED WOOD

DAWSON COAL
Domestic Lump

Fancy bgg

Fancy Lump

"BUY IT OF CRICHT0N."
Phone One Double

Vonnnpo

O

J.

reliable
ELECTRICIAN,
THE

ELECTRICAL LIGHTING

dizziSick headache, biliousness,
ness, coated tongue, foul taste and
foul breath ulways trace them to
torpid liver, delayed fermenting food
in the bowels or sour, gassy stom
ach.
Poisonous mutter clogged in the in-- j
ttBtines, instead of being cast out of
the system is reabsorbed into the
blood. When this poison reaches the
delicate brain tissue it causes congestion and that dull, throbbing sickening headache.
Salts, cathartic pills, oil and purgative waters force a passageway for a
day or two yes but they don't take
the poisons out and have no effect
upon the liver or stomach.
Cascarets Immediately cleanse and
ngulate the stomach, remove the
sour, undigested and fermenting food
and foul gases, take the excess bile
fioin the liver and carry out of the
all the constipated waste
system
matter and poisons in the Doweis.
A Cascaret
tonight will surely
straighten you out by morning. They
box
work while you sleep a
from your druggist means your head
clear, stomach sweet and your liver
and bowels clean ana regular 101
months.

CLOUDCROFT LOOKS

Phone Black

and FIXTURE WORK

I
I
I

rioudcroft. X. M., March 6. It is
thought that something will be doing
in this section In lumbering during
the neur future. While nothing definite is known of the plans of the
Lumber company it Is under-ttoothat the suit of the government
disagainst the company lias been
missed. This suit has held up opera
tions in this section for some time
Many of the old employes who worked
here ten and twelve years ago are
drifting back and it is understood that
The
they are arranging to winy.
company has about 300,000,000 feet
of timber which will be quite an Item
on a large scale
should operations
begin.
Scott B. Williams, secretary of the
Business Men's Association received
a letter from William Hand, manager
cf the Kansas City office of the General Electric company who is promotValley Elecing the Cloudcroft-Peco- s
tric line, in which he advises that he
and several who are interested in the
line will leave Kansas City in a few
in- days for Artesla, where they will
sneet the Droposed line. From Artesia the party tvill come to Cloud-- j
croft and return to Kansas City via
Alamagordo.
J. C. Jones who recently surveyed
the franchise for the proposed
Valley Electric line was
in Cloudcroft Monday on business.
Mr. Jone sadvises that the work of
promoting the line is being rapidly
pushed and it will not be very long
before something will be doing in the
v.ay of actual work on the line.
Top prices for cattle are being offer-- ;
ed to the stockmen In the vicinity of
Weed, N M.
Mr. De.ll at Mayhill, is having quite
r. lot of work done on his mill at that
place.
d

s

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

Wired White

Have Youf House

You

Can

HAVE IT DONE AT COST.
Percolators , Grills.

Phone 223 J.

Irons, Etc.

ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

FARMER TRIES
TO MAKE CHANGE

To HI Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and
all points in New Mexico, Ari
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO

Geneva, Ohio, March 6. Conductor
V. J. Fitzsimmons. of the Cleveland

FROM SANTA FE

zona, Mexico and to the
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.

East
or

The

Best
Route

For Rates and Full lnformationrAddress

EUGENE FOX,

0 F

P. AOENT,
EL PASO, TEXAS.

MILITARY

NEW MEXICO

ROSWELL,

INSTITUTE
NEW MEXICO.

Painesville and ABhtabula Traction
line, hasn't got over blushing about
a mistake that occurred on his car
early today.
When the limited was about iO
leave Cleveland a farmer, well loaded
with packages, rushed out. and
"Be this car for Ashtabuly?"
"She be." replied Fitz, "but VOU U
have to change at Genevy."
The man had a long box, which evidently contained a new suit, a shoe
box, several small packages and a
larger one, that gave evidence of containing a new hat.
When the car reached at Geneva
Conductor Fitzsimmons called:
"Geneva
everybody
substation;
change here."
Fitz was busy for a few moments
and when he looked at his former
friend again he was too shocked for
utterance. The man had his hat
shoes, coat and vest off and was just
letting down his suspenders.
"I 'lowed I might jest as well change
jwith the rest of the folks," the farmer
explained, "thought I hadn"t Intended
to put on all these new duds till ma
hud looked them over."

Institution " by the

m

1

S.

U

War Department.
Located In the beautiful Pecos
Valley.3,700 feet above sea level,
sunshine every rtav. ODen air
work throughout the entire session. Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard Eastern colleges.
Ten buildings,
modern in every respect.
Regents

:

E. A. CAHOO!.
J. E. RHEA,

(7

Presid.-ol- .

P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. POK, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.
,1.

B

For particulars and Illustrated
address,

C0L.JAS.W.WILLS0N,Supt.

cata-ogu-

COURT UP-

SUPREME
STATUTE

AGAINST

And Found Health in Lydia
E.

TRAFFIC-ROOSE-

ZONE"

Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound.

RECOGNIZED.

" I had a displaceWindom, Kansas.
Washington, I). C, March C The ment which caused bladder trouble and
supreme court of the United States
I was so miserable
has marched clear up to the flag, 'n
I didn't know what
most
prothe
what is undoubtedly
to do.
I suffered
delivered
ever
gressive opinion it has
from bearing down
upholding the federal statute against
pains, my eyes hurt
the white slave traffic the court deme, I was nervous,
fines the powers of the federal govdizzy and irregular
various
the
with
in
ernment
dealing
and had female
weakness.
I spent
phases of interstate commerce ana,
in doing so, practically takes a stami
money on doctors
but got worse all
alongside that of Colonel Roosevelt in
his addresses on "The New Nationalthe time.
ism" of three years ago. The decision
"A friend told me
which was unanimous, not only makes about the Pinkham remedies and I took
Lydia S. Pinkham's Vegetable Compossible federal and state
in dealing with the infamous whito pound and was cured. I cannot praise
slave traffic but is of much more
your rt'medies enough for I know I never
YOU WON'T GET "PINCHED" WH EN YOU BUY YOUR HARDWARE
importance because of the woulu have been well if I had not taken
Route
Miss
A.
it."
susMary
Horner,
FROM US. WE SQUEEZE OUR PRICES DOWN WHEN WE MARK OUR
Progressive principlas which it
No. 2, Box 41, Windom, Kansas.

tains.

GOODS.
numerous
public
Consider Well This Advice.
Roosevelt has
Colonel
WE DON'T WANT TO MAKE A TUB FULL OF MONEY THE FIRST
inveighed
No woman suffering from any form
against what ho termed the "twilight of female troubles should lose hope un- TIME YOU DEAL WITH US.
WE PREFER THE SLOW, SURE, HONEST
zone" between federal and state au- til she has
given Lydia E. Pinkham's
thority, saying that "unfortunately the Vegetable Compound a fair trial.
METHOD OF FILLING OUR TUB W ITH MANY LITTLE DROPS.
have tended by a
courts
This famous remedy, the medicinal inseries of negative decisions to create
WOOD-DAVI- S
a sphere in which neither natlo'i or gredients of which are derived from
state has effective control; and whe'oj native roots and herbs, has for nearly
Phone 14. If Its Hardware We Haven 9Uond be a most valuathe great business interest that can forty years proved to
of
tonic
ble
and
the
invigorator
call to their aid the ability of the
a
Women everywhere
greatest corporation lawyers escape bear organism.
willing testimony to the wonderful
all control whatsoever."
virtue of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegeta
The decision in the white slave cas? ble Compound.
announces to the country, in effect,
If Ton want special advice write to
that there need be no "twilight zone" Lydia E. Plnkhnm
Medicine Co. (confl.
state
federal
and
between
authority, deutini) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
is
the duty of be opened, read and answered by a
and points out that it
the nation to assist the states in en- woiuau and held in strict confidence.
forcing laws by exercising the power
which it has to control beyond the
in other Century club was notified, the officer
limits of state jurisdiction,
words, if a "twilight zone" exists, it found the horse beyond all human aid.
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
i.i the fault of coneress for failing to except a bullet.
of
the
the
of
the
the
Examination
undoubtei
ODS, Electricity plays a most impoexercise
powers
lining
possession of which is pointed out hi stomach showed it blistreing with
rtant part. The grandfather would
his remarkable opinion.
splinters, some of which had worked
be amazed at the radiance of the mod-hotheir
way
through.
"There is unquestionably a control
Arthur Fitzoatrick. officer of the!
in the state over the morals of tliei:
and why all this light ? To
ern
been on the
citizens," says the opinion, which was Welfare committee hassome
time. The
make the home more homelike to make
delivered- by Justice McKenna. "It is trail of the owner for
ana control, however, which can be ex- negro changed his name, moved to
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
ercised only within the jurisdiction of other section of the city and finallyauthorto
avoid
to
the
went
Windsor
for father, mother and children. Qood light
the states; but there is a domain
which the states cannot reach and ities, after the case wa3 reported.
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
over which congress alone has power.
condesired.
And if such a power be exerted to
HAND
HE
trol what the states cannot, ft is an
Y
FROM THE
argument 1017 not against, its legality."
The opinion goes on with a square
endorsement of the proposition laid
Kansas City, Mo., March 6. Dr. .1.
down in the preamble of the national N. Scott, one of the pioneers in the ininto America
Progressive platform of 1912, "It is troduction of the
time to set the public welfare in the today parted with his right hand as
first place." Tiff Progressive conten- - a result of his arly experlmenta--Thtion that the constitution of the Unit- hand was affected by exposure
ed States should be construed for thejto the rays and was amputated above
highest welfare of the whole people the wrist
receives this striking endorsement: j physicians say that nine of the
'OTHINQ IS QUITE SO CONVEN
dual form of government hasi,ieers ttt
work have died from
IENT as to touch the button and
its perplexities, state and nation
effects of the early stages of ex
it.
of
with
Jurisdiction,
different
sphel'es
ing
your stove is ready to cook your
perimentation
as we have said, but it must be kept
"Now I am all right, I fancy," 'said
iron ready to use, your toasted
in mind that we are one people, and Dr. Scott today after the operation
the powers reserved to the state and Certainly I shall continue to operate
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuthose conferred on the nation are the ray, or at least to direct its use
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
adapted to be exercised, whether inde Since we have learned to use it there
to
use."
or
in
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heatits
promote s only small danger
concurrently,
pendently
the general welfare, material and
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
moral."
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
The opinion declares that the power TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
day and nfght Estimates and full inforoi the federal government to regulate Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
unmation cheeerfully given.
Is
commerce
interstate
absolutely
Tablets.
Druggists refund money If
qualified and congress may adopt any it fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sigmeans to exercise it, "and the means nature is on each box. 25c.
huve the quality of police regulations."
There is a striking endorsement in
this action by the supreme court of
the position taken by former Senator rinuruxriAJxafinrinuiruviAnruiirig
Albert J. Beveridge, of Indiana, in his
child labor bill many years ago. That
bill was based upon the principle of
the federal power now specifically upPHONE 85 MAIN.
held by the high court. At the time
Senator Beveridge was struggling for
his measure, the Tory Old Guard leaders in the senate scoffed and jeered at
the contention that such a proposition
FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA
nnnolllnttnnnl That,
"
W hoH full CWQV
wnoiuuilUHftl.
WOOD
SAWED
LUMP
r
in the senate then and tne only tning
II
II
WOOD
CORD
COAL
STEAM
Senator Beveridge was able to acII
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
complish by his vigorous fight was to
get himself squarely on record as beMontezuma
Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
ing not only right in his construction
of the constitution and in his Interpretation of the powers of congress, but
also many years in advance of his
Tory colleagues in recognition of the
true general welfare and its needs.
Western Seeds
No more striking and effective onFor Western Planters
dorBenu,nt of the pubUC stand taken by
For Repairing of All Kinds
Colonel Roosevelt and Senator BevIn Metal and Wood
In
unanthe
eridge can be found than
Once used Alway s used, If not
at your dealer, we will supply you
imous opinion of the supreme court of
direct.
GUNS, BICYCLE,
the United States on this most importNEXT SALAD
Our I9IJ Catalogue Free,
ant question of the day.
KEY and
tiddrefsuea.
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HARDWARE

i

is more Catarrh in this
the country than all other
put together, and until the
years was supposed to be
For a great many years
irWrnrs nmnnnnr-pr- l it n lnnpl disease
land nrescribed local remedies, and
failing to cure wit'a
by constantly
.local treatment, pronounced It incur-- j
able. Science has proven Catarrh to
be a constitutional disease, and there--,
fore requires
constitutional treat
ment. Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufac
tured by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo,
Ohio, is the only constitutional cure
on the market It Is taken Internally
in doses from 10 drops to a teaspoon
ful. It acts directly on the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system. They
offer one hundred dollars for any case
It fails to cure. Send for circulars and
testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
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SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

CAPITAL COAL YARD

Modern Grocery Co.

goal

Ili-a-

Wood

-d- olrEstal

LUMP

CERRILLOS

lilt
Utt u

CAN!

SIZES.

CALIFORNIA

BARTELDESi

-

Tuna Fish

"FixitShop"

s

E

FOR YOUR

'

E

STARUING HORSE
EATS BOARDS
Detroit, March

There
tion of
diseases
llast few
curable.

1913.

WOMAN TOOK

It Is Simply Delicious

!

l2 lb. Cans, 20c
lb. Cans, 35c

D

OUR SPECIALTY

S

THE BARTELDES SEED CO.
HF.NVBR.COL
Box 1801. Dept.

JDUY FARM-N-

LOCK,

G

SEEDS.

UPHOLSTERING
123

1

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished

SLAVE

"TWILIGHT

You Sleep.

Get Our Prices On Flour and Potatoes.

1

WHITE

FEDERAL

6,

FRIEND'S ADVICE

GREAT

IS GROWING
Fresh Eggs, -

DOCTRINE

PROGRESSIVE

MM

MARCH

THURSDAY,

6.

No food and no

r nearly two weei uioe a
u a...
u
norse, locitea m
an wast EiizeDein negro, u eat .our
ot Doara. iour incnes uuck, anu
hereby convert his stomach Ofinto a
wood
porcupine, with huge splinters
resembling quills, sinking through
me lining or. nia inieiur,
The Door beast was so old and d?- ciepit that he was unable to work, and
the owner, whom the neighbors say
was drunk most of the time, decided
that the cheapest way to getrid oi
him was to starve him to death.
He locked the stable and left the old
worn horse to his misery while he, the
owner, went to the corner saloon to
drown his sorrows in fire water.
For days, neighbors heard awful
noises from the neighborhood of tha
stable. At least in desperation, they
investigated, and found a mere bag ot
bones in place of what had been a
horse.
The animal had gone crazy for lack
of food and water. When the Anima'
Welfare committe of the Twentieth
5

FULL

LINE

OF

LENTEN

Delicacies, Smoked Fish,
Canned Fish, Cheese, Etc.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

January 28, 1913.
Department of the Interior,
Notice is hereby given that
Pino de Alarid, heir of Jose
de la Cruz Pino, of Galiateo, N. M.,

Fflo-men- a

who, on Nov. 26, 1910, made Homestead Entry No. 014579, for SW
SW 14, Sec. 31, Twp. 12 N., and
NW 14, SW 14 NW 14, Section
N
6, Township 11 N., Range 13 E, N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make five year proof, to es1--4

Fresh Fish,
Oysters,
K.C. Meats
Modern GroceryCo.

h
uuuiruviruiniuiiuinnjwuviuiul

1-- 2

tablish claim to the land above

de-

scribed, before Register and Receiver,
C. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M,
on the 10th day of March, 1913.

SPECIALTIES

Calisteo St. Phone IWJ

Furniture
Crating

Is Our Specialty, and We
Will Fix Up Your Furniture
so that You Need Not Hes-

itate to Ship It Anywhere.
RATES REASONABLE.
RERAIR WORK

Cf

ALL WK3S

Neatly and Cheaply Done.

J.F.RHOADS
::
Telephoned

W.

SANTA FE, N. M.

X04 OALISTEO ST.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Baca, Placido Lopes, of Leyls,
A mue want ad costs out a tew,
N. M. Antonio Villanueva, Agustin
cents and brings wonderful reeulta
Ramires, of Oalisteo, N. M.
when published la the New Mettan,
MANUEL
. Register. Try one. .
,

j

THURSDAY,

MARCH 6, 1913.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

HAIR STOPS FALLING,

DISAPPEARE

erred in matters of law, or acted on
rectly repealed.
erroneous legal principles, but ordi"In this case the petition will bo
narily this writ does not lie to review
granted and writ ordered Issued."
.
an assessment on account of Irregu-TO REUIEW EQUALIZATION BOARD
laritles, mistakes, defects or more ov- IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
In New York both at
ervaluation.
UNITED STATES FOR THE DIS-- i
law and by virtue of the slat-- !
TRICT OF NEW MEXICO.
That the actions of the state board law giving this court jurisdiction to common
"ii mo sufforins- from Erezenm,
reof
certiorari lies to
.fo. MS er linv nllu-Khifl np
The United States of America,
of equalization may be reviewed at review the proceedings of the state utes, a writ
view au assessment of taxes in re- 11 "'i'.'. '"'on into nuv store for instant
I'laintiff,
V p
least in some cases by the district board of equalization.
relief
to
gnmnntee
you
stop
spect to illegality, over valuation, and
'in t ileh In i wo wconilH.
vs.
No. 218.
court, is the opinion of District Judge
"It has been repeatedly held by (he Inequality of valuation.'
M'o have sold oilier remedies for skin
& John King,
Edmund C. Abbott In an opini :i lust supreme court of the territory oi'
troubles, but none tlmt we eonl.l recom- Robert Caldwell
"And again, at page 1127, it Is
mend it s highly mm this, a mil, wash o(
Defendants.
handed down. It is an opinio i that New Mexico that the common law is
Oil of
Thymol iiml a few
It appearing from the complaint in
will arouse Interest throughout the in force in the territory of New .Mexother Ingredients that have wrnnuht
"'The rule at common law is that such wonderful cures ail ovt-- the eoun-tr.- the above entitled cause that the same
ico.
is commenced for the purpose of retimes occurs between
a board
of
"Section 2871 of the Compiled Lnwa certiorari brings up the record alone
This compound is Known us D.D.D.
and that extrinsic evidence cannot be Prescription
for Kczerna and It will coot moving a cloud upon the title to real
county commissioners and the stat.ij of 1807 is as follows:
received. Hut in some states this pro- end heal the itchy, hui'iiim,' sMn as estate of plaintiff and of quieting the
board.
The occasion for handinu
" 'In nil the courts in thiw lerritni'ir
eise can.
of certiorari is in the nature iioimnK
title of plaintiff
to certain landa
A l.ic Iriul buttle will prove it.
ceeding
down the opinion was the suit of the tIle common )aw n8
recognized in the of a new trial, and it is permissible
Of course all other druKKtsts Imve within the district of New Mexico,
tutue oi ne mvxivo e rei, uie uoani iTitfi,i stiites of Amm-Icm- .
k1k.11
D.I'.D. I'teseriiitlon
them
lo
m ti,
if
go
you and that the defendants, Robert Caldand proper for the court to hear and can't come to us hut don't accept somo
of County Commissioners of Sierra rule of
practice and decision.'
suhst Ittite.
well and John King, are not inhabiconsider original evidence on the is- M.
Francisco
and
County
Rojoniuez,
But if you come to our store, we nrn
,"A writ of certiorari is a writ of re- sues presented.'
so certain of whut P.U.H. will do for you tants of and cannot bo found within
vs. the State Hoard of Equalization,
View recognized by the common law,;
that we offer yon a full size bottle on the district of New Mexico as shown,
"As to whllt flIt.stions nmv be
William C. McDonald, governor; Willif you do not lind Hint
In 37th Cyc. Page 1120, it is stated: temilned bv the common lnw writ of this guarantee: tlm
Itch AT ONCE It by die return of the marshal of tha
It takes nway
iam G. Sargent, auditor: Frank W.
district of New Mexico, made on the
'Hoth at common law and by virtue of certiorari will depend upon a more flosts you not a cent,
Clancy, attorney general;
Antonio
THE CAPITAL PHARMACY.
in some states, a writ of cer
day of January, 1!)13, and that
JlGth
statute,
examination
the
of
authorithorough
Howof
Lucero, secretary
state, and
said defendants have not voluntarily
is a proper mode by which to
tiorari
I
exbut
have
made
a
sufficient
ties,
de-ell Earnest, traveling auditor
i
review the action of the assessors or amination to determine that In this
appeared in this cause; now on mofendants.
board of equalization in fixing or ad- state the remedy of review of the ac- William Cm. Sargent, auditor, of the tion of plaintiff it is ordered by the
H was Attorney and Editor K. 1).
court that the said defendants and
an assessment of taxes, except, tions of the state board
upon at least State of New .Mexico, respondent. each of
Tittman who sometime ago "started justing
in some jurisdictions, where another some
them, do plead, answer or de-- ,
The
in
raised
the
judge
questions
says:
with
petition
the
board of equalizathings"
mur in this cause by the 7t.h day o
is available or appro- does exist and
direct
remedy
4
31
or
Sec.
of
Article
shall
overthe
therefore
constitution over assessment of certain lands
priate. A writ of certiorari lies in rule the plea to the jurisdiction and tion of tlie state of New Mexico pro- April, A. D., 1313.
in Sierra county.
tax proceedings, especially where the grant the writ prayed for and hear vides:
It is further ordered that a certi-- ;
Judge Abbott's opinion covers nine law does not grant an appeal or pro- the
"No appropriation shall be made for fled copy of this order under the seal
upon its merits."
petition
typewritten pages. He says in part: vide any other remedy to review the
IN FIREMEN CASES.
charitable, educational or other ben of this court be published in the
"This court being without jurisdic- notion of the assessing olllcers or!
Judge Abbott also handed down evolent purposes to any person, cor- - Santa Fe New Mexican, a daily
tion to hear any appeal from the state board on the ground that the tax is
or pnper published within the district of
opinions in what is known as the
association, institution
board of equalization by statute, it illegal, or that
they have acted with-- ' "firemen cases."
not under the absolute New Mexico, once a week for six
community,
'
to
be
seen
remains
whether there is out jurisdiction, or in excess of their
One was in the case of New Mexf
of the state, but the legishi- - incentive weeks, the last publication
any proper proceeding at common rightful jurisdiction, or that they have, co Association of Firemen,
relator, vs. ture may in its discretion, make up- - I'0 u0 made at least one week before
i
proprialions for the charitable instl- - Hall return day.
unions and hospitals for the niainten-- '
Done in open court at Santa Fe,
ance of which annual appropriations New Mexico, this 5th day of February,
IT'S "PEACE" BUT BRIDGES FALL AHEAD OF MARY BOLYE

COURT HAS THE RIGHT

DANDRUFF

25 CENT

S

PAGc THREE

DANDERINE

Your Druggist
Stops Thai Itch

i

-

i

V

Save Your Hair! Beautify It! Invigorate Your Scalp!
Danderjne Grows Hair and we can Prove It.

i

Wliin-igi.i--

through your hair, taking one small
etrantl at a time. The effect is I ni
d amazing-y- our
hair will be
light, fluffy and wavy and have an
an Incom- appearanoe o abundance;
parable lustre, softness and luxuri- ance, the beauty and shimmer of true

Try us you will, after an application
of Danderine, vou cannot find a single
of dandruff or a loose or falling
liair and your scalp will not itch, but
v hat will please you most, will be
after a few weeks' use, when you will
actually see new hair, fine and downy
at first yes but really new hall-growing all over the scalp.
A little Danderine now will immediately double the beauty of your hair.
No difference how dull, faded, brittle
and scraggy, just moisten a cloth with
Danderine and carefully draw it

ma-trac-e

hair health.
Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton'S
Danderine from any drug store or
toilet counter, and prove to yourself

v.

lt

-

j

now that your hair is as
pretty and soft as any that it has
been neglected or injured by careless
treatmentthat's all.
tonight

TWO ESCAPED CONVICTS ARE
CAPTURED BY MOUNTED POLICE

1

'

news-poratio-

Two convicts who answered the somewhat drastic. Although Carrion
call of freedom suggestive of spring, had been traced to various
places in
have been returned to the New Mexihis arrest occurred, he said,
Arizona,
co state penitentiary.
at Miami. Carrion was holding a hand
One is Fred Ritter who escaped in a poker game when Beal came up
from the road gang last summer. He from behind ana said: "I call you
is from La Junta, Colo. He has just Beal put the handcuffs on his prison-beecaptured by Mounted Policeman er an(j iea- njm t0 jaii, Carrion pro-C- .
O'REILLY.
F . Lambert.
testing ignorance of the cause of his
The other convict, Manuel Carrion, arrest. At the entrance of the jai' "TROUBLES ALL OVER," AUTHORITIES TELL HER, SO DAILY NEW MEXICAN'S
FAMOUS WOMAN
and
WRITER VENTURES AGAIN INTO HEART OF BLEEDING MEXICO-- lN
also worked ou road construction Beal pulled out a photograph
FEW HOURS LIGHTS SUD
match
a
asked
his prisoner
near Albuquerque but the outdoor striking
DENLY FLICKER OUT AND SCOUTS FIND REBELS WRECKING
TRESTLES OVER YAWNING
CHASMS!
life, however alluring, had no charms to look at it. "The game is up," said
lor him while he wore stripes. So he Carrion. "I now see I must go back
made a successful dash for liberty to Santa Fe." The photograph was
and traveled to Arizona. He was ar-- the one sent out by Superintendent
rested yesterday at Globe, Ariz, by McManus of the New Mexico peniten-uary. carrion Had two more years j
John A. Beal.
serve for larceny of cattle. He is
Mounted Policeman Beal stated
day that the arrest of Carrion was!"ily 23 years of age.
'

'

were made by Hie legislative assent- bly of l'Jtm.'
"The New .Mexico Association
of!
Firemen is not a person, corporation, association, institution or community under the absolute control of
the state and the appropriation
is
made for benevolent purposes. Neither is tlie New Mexico Association of
I'iremen a charitable institution
or
hospital recognized by tlie laws of,
1909 and therefore this appropriation
I will hold to be prohibited under the
provisions of section 111, article 4 of:

j

1

j

MANY A SUFFERING

WOMAN

1'iags herself painfully through her
tally tasks suffering from backache,
headache, nervousness and loss of
sleep, not knowing her ills are due to
Kidney and bladder troubles. Foley
Kidney Pills give quick relief from
rain and misery, a 'prompt return to
1'ealth and strength. No woman who
suffers can afford to overlook Foley
Kidney Pills. For sale by all

MORTON NO BETTER.
. New York, March 0. The condition
of Levi P. Morton was pronounced tin- changed today. He is suffering from
hardening of the arteries and has been
in a precarious state for several days.

C7

(Fk

Sr

New

Mexican

want ads.

alwa)

bring returns.

j
j

..Subscribe for the Santa F. New
the paper that boosts all
the time and works for the upbuildIns of our new State.
Mexican,

A

Work for the New Mexican. It is
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.

WAMD TWISTED

DO TYPEWRITER USERS REALIZE

.

TRAIN-TRACK-

?

Do you realize, for example, how much time is lost in
ordinary letter writing by the hand adjustments of the carriage necessary to write the date, the address, indent the
"
paragraphs, write " yours truly and address the envelopes?

e

THE MM
Hi,

NV

WHO DROVE

ftp,:.

THUENGiHZL,.

Ttwia

THE COLUMN SELECTOR of the Model 10

REMINGTON eliminates these hand adjustments

absolute!!. A single touch on one of the SELECTOR
KEYS brings the carriage instantly to the exact point
on every line where the writing is to be done.

this is only one of the many
labor saving features of the
And

REMINQT
Typewriter

O N

Visible Models 10 and 11
Illustrated booklet sent on request
Company
Remington Typewriter
(Incorporated)
1645 Champa Street, Denver, Colorado.

V

'
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(By Mary Boyle O'Reilly.)
Chihuahua, Mex., March 6. This is
the story of an American woman's
venture into Mexico when the civil,
military and railway authorities prom
ised quiet and speedy transportation
all the way to Mexico City. Also it
illustrates for Americans the mushroom growth of a Mexican revolution
one day apparent peace, the next
widespread revolt!
When the train for Mexico City
crossea me lexan Doraer a sunsmiiten
with chiming
countryside echoed
beHs. Forward the second
were crowded by
coaches
class
women and their rainbow clad
children.
By contrast the first class
an

Ur

j

that it is the

M Absolutely
v

PROGRESSIVENESS

Free,

Three More For $120 Cash

pxcitelent
"

Ito

..i

EVERY STREET

n

--

wiu..-.

SHORTEST LINE TO

Denver, Golorade Springs
and Pueblo.
WHERE D1RFCT CONNECTIONS ARE MADE

FOR ALL EASTERN POINTS

Wni

-

new-mad- e

THROUGH LINE TO

Salt Lake City, Ogden and
the Pacific Coast.

e

'V;

For Information as to Rates, Reservations, etc., call on
Wm. M. Scott, Traveling Freight and Passenger Agent, New
Mexican Building, or at Union Depot.
i

ii ii mi

mi

mini

tmtEST STORES'

of these merchants that makes it possible for the people of Santa Fe to get

In All!

IE

Denver & Rio Grande R. R.

Three Pianos

Three More For Only $90 Cash Each, Three More For $100 Cash Each, Three More For $1.10 Cash
Each-Fi- fteen

IN SANTA

1

Foster-Mllbur-

fr

Chihuahua,
one leans out at once, only to
0n
telegraph pole outside Every
fur her-- the
deud man
lndow
'"S8- ,an bridges are all gone between Jimlnez
ominous warning a cowardly
In the dim station fedtaal caught in the act of trj.ng to d- - flna Torreon.
u,oops
motlonleMf ,
a
"'"niite
train oi rerugees.
marching order. But the train
roadbed the train
On the
Ignores the fel,ow 80idiers.
creaks and swings like a ship in a gard
T1)ey are searchlng, excitedly, des-piwomen
storm.
Forward the peon
j
perately, for one face hidden in the
hush their whimpering children. The gomforeroed throng. For word has just
Americans in the last car, already come lnat a new revolution has broken
friends, sit in comradely silence.
out in Mexlco city and the man they
Ten o'clock Terrazzas and the seek is the reckless messenger of the
train stops. Soldiers are sent ahead "red Hag" chief,

K THE

TThEMEMBER

t

J

traveling alone, two civil engineers
and a placid Mexican engrossed with
her tiny Cninuahuan dog. Ten miles
into Mexico and all the world is made
of sand and scrub and irridescent
cacti; bare brown mountains, craggy
as icebergs and foothills, cleft by pur
ravines, alone break the horizon
except for the occasional lonely rail--;
way stations with lovebirds in wicker
cages hanging to their adobe walls.
with j
Stately and communicative,
gestures that pirouette, a federal o; '

r?

f

wide-churc-

woman

Subscribe for the Santa Fe New
Mexican, the paper that boosts all
the time and works for the upbuild- Ing of our new State.

t

;

I tiTLtTin
rowaS'sSeout

Judge.

1

SKETCH OF PILLAGED C JUNTRY ALONG
TO
MEXICO CITY, MADE ESPECIALLY FOR READERS
OF THIS PAPEK
BY CAPT. E. It. HIGGINS, WAR ARTIST WITH MISS
O'REILLY,
ficer Inspects the passengers while he to explore the track. From a
siding
r.?f.iiy looks for O.wco, the rebel geu- - tlie repair train shunts onto the troop
oral, said to be in hiding.
train.
The Indian engineer reports
On (he level plain a mounted scout, grimly that it looks
ugly ahead.
in sombrero and
sentinels' Starting again the cars lurch so that
serape,
miles and miles and miles of desola-'oiicannot see down the aisles. Mex-- I
tion. Cattle there are none, but thejlcau women wall shilly, though "Senorj
plodding train swings past lonely un-- ' Conductor" attempts to reassure.
roofed houses with vacant windows
This is the work of Orozco's hand,
wreathed in smoke. Train boys, sell- you understand, he who is and is not
ing soda and tamales, announce im
whose very spies pass and repass,
portantly that the lessened speed is undetected!
due to a troop train running ahead.
Slowly the creaking train follows
The pitiless sunlight beats down on marching troops, flanking partieB ofj
ruined hayricks, on iron skeletons of HO armed men walking the grass
burned boxcars, on the gaunt bodies lands on either side.
of dead horses.
Their cowled heads look spectral in
Through empty leagues there is si- the uncertain light, their cartridge.
lence.
belts and long barreled guns glint in
The recent chatter of rapidfire guns the moon's rays.
has banished the very birds. Seeing
In the gully by every bridge a wait- these things the passengers talk of Ing guard has built a bivouac fire. The
Orozco, the "red flag" leader hunted night grows bitterly cold. Restless 1
for months, but unfound. Presently and nervous the American passengers
tramp from their car to the sections
have 4- ahead; The Mexican children
realy four hours late!
will we connect at Chihuahua for "ink into uneasy sleep; their
eyed patient mothers watch in silence,
Mexico CUv' '
.
'lllu'ahua is a s(ronho,d for Oroz-- Tired peons rest in contorted

how much time is lost through needless
hand adjustments on the ordinary machines

-

A CORPSE
WING itfG TR&n ft
TELFGKAPH POL 72 - Ah ADiAfSC.r.

WM. H. POPE,

(Seal)
A true copy,
1IAKRY F. LEE, Clerk.

Has Its Share of the Proof That Kid.
ney Sufferers Seek.
will there-Backache? Kidneys weak?
fore be denied antl the petition dis-- l
Distressed with urinary Ills?
missed.
Want a reliable kidney remedy?
In the case No. f'7t! of the stale of
Don't have to look for.
Use what
New Mexico ex rel, T. P. Delgado as! Santa Fe
Every
peopl? recommend.
treasurer of the lire department of' street In Santa Fe has its cases.
the city of Santa Fe, relator, vs. Will- Here's one Santa Fe man's experiiam u. Sargent, auditor of the state ence.
of New Mexico, respondent,
asking
Let Jose Ortiz y Baca, of Alio St.,
that Mr. Sargent be ordered to draw tell it.
a warrant of $1200 in accordance
Kidwith section 2 of chapter 135 of the lie says: "In 1907 I used Doan's
back
Pills
in
for
that
ney
pains
aiy
AbLaws of New Mexico, 1909, Judge
bott says in concluding his opinion: had troubled me for three years. They
"I therefore find that it was the in- brought prompt relief and proved so
1
gave a public
tention of the legislature of 1912 to satisfactory that
Now after
continue the payments to the lire statement in their praise.
a
half
have
two
and
passed, I
years
the
money collected
companies from
from the Insurance companies doing gladly confirm every word of that tescan add that I have since
business in New Mexico, because timonial.
while the 'insurance fund' created by used Doan's Kidney Pills, giving them
the law of 1905 was abolished and the a more thorough trial and have receivmoney therein and all funds collected ed great benefit. I know that this
in the future for same transferred to remedy is a cure tor backache and
the salary fund, the fees and commis- kidney complaint."
sion to be collectedffrom the insurFor sale by all dealers. Price 60
Buffalo,
Co.,
ance companies provided for in the cents.
same law were left unchanged and New York, sole agents for the United
the law providing for the payments States.
Doan's and
Remember the name
to the fire companies was left In
force, at least the same was not di- - take no other.

the constitution.
"In this case the writ

.

A. D., 1913.

J

r
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Eachand

THE MOST REMARKABLE AND LARGEST

PROPOSITION EVER ATTEMPTED IN SANTA FE.
UEI D TUP PflMTFQTAMTC To Win The5e Piano and 30 0thel Rne Prizes' a!l ori exhibitiort at y of the Contest Stores THE modern gro-UtL- r
I IlL UUli I LO I HM Id
cERY, the real modern grocery of the city; THE SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO., the bi hardware and
supply house; JOHN PFLUEOER, the only real shoe store in the city. Supply your wants at these stores and help yu friends. Subscriptions to the
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN count fast 1,000 votes given for every dollar paid. Same ratio for either of the weeklies. Do not stop with the subscriptions in the city, but get your friends all over the state to subscribe. Subscriptions prior to December 31, 1912, count double.

.-

J

had secured possession of th( lands against the state capital from Guay-maa post on the California
gulf
through fraud. Yesterday attorneys
for the railroad filed stipulations con-- ! where federal soldiers could be landed.
fessing judgment.
During the night volunteers arrived in great numbers In answer to tho
DARROW SAYS HE
appeal of the state congress for
forces to combat any intrusion of
ENEMY
AN
IS
Huerta troops in the border state.
Jennings this morning. "Of course
OF THE RICH Work on fortifications about the
some of the players have made a
greater Impression than others, but J
city continued through the night, amwill not pass any judgment on a man
munition was assembled and all made
Los Angeles, Calif., March 6.
until I see him in a real game.
"They would send me to the peniten- ready for the expected assault of fed"We may get four pitchers from the
TO LAST
tiary because I am an enemy to the eral forces.
WONDERFUL SHORTSTOP TELLS YOUNGSTERS TO BE CAREFUL IN TRAINING IF THEY WANT
TRAINS SEIZED.
young fellows here, and it is possible rich."
SOUND ADVICE FROM BASEBALL GRANDPA.
we will get five. A t?am can never
S.
Nogales, Ariz., March 6. All train
was the plea of Clarence
This
have too many good pitchers. We are Darrow as he renewed his arguments service on the Southern Pacific beRoderick Wallace, "nobby" to majcertain to get two corking good for an acquittal at the hands of the low this point was cancelled today.
or league fans and "Rody" to the folks
in MiHvale, his home, which is across
catchers, and I believe I am going to Jury Irvine him a second time on The insurgent Btate authorities - at
have trouble making selections in the
from Pittsburg, is the oldest player in!
(,ha).g(J3 of hnvlng b,.ibe(J a juror in HeTmosillo are using all trains seized
.?
outfielders.
We also have some gQd the trial of the McNamara brothers, yesterday.
':'
the big league in point of service.
'.,
men trying for infield positions."
been playing continuously
Two" hun6.
March
"Douglas,
Ariz.,
counsel.
was
he
chief
whom
for
A dispatch from Gul'port this after
since 1S95. He was born November
Many women wept as Darrow plead- dred Maderistas under, the constitunoon said that Manager Jennings
4, 1874, being nine months younger
ed
for his liberty before a crotfd ev- tionalist banner departed during the
than Hans Wagner.
j
today that Cobb had notified en
than listened to him yester- night from Cananea to join the newly
la.ger
him that he will son join the team at
'Hobby Wallace is now at Waco with!
proclaimed rebels at Hermosillo. They
day.
Gulfport and take part in the spring
telethe St. Louis Browns, beginning his
"I'd die before I would ask mercy burned railway bridges and cut
the
said
was
Xotliine
about
traininc.
tighteenth year as a major leaguer.
graph wires on their march.
have
of
who
the
brigands
sang
decided
has
Cobb
contract which
tojof
His marvelous arm, tiie terror olj
OROZCO "COMES BACK."
been seeking my blood. I can still
tiun
General
batsmen, Is as powerful and deadly as
Ojeda, commander at Agua
at
continued
Darrow, shouting
tight,"
It was 10 years ago; continued sei-- j
received a telegram from
Prieta,
today
testiwho
hni
'
the array of witnesses
vice has not lessened the zip of thei
Mexico City asserting that the
him.
BflLL
tied
PLnYtKO
ajoinst
ball as it is flirted to first, and there
Salazar
Orozco
and
generals
"l flowed my duty as a luwyei were on
MUST QUIT USE
is no evidence of decay as. Wallace
their way to subdue Sonora.
I
had
those
and
1'ol'Kl
except
spears line drives or scoops the ball;
All
DPN
remains
TUP
quiet here with no re1
I
Or
sworn to serve. Some day when am currence of the
out of the ground at the faiuing camp,
two skirmishes beknown as 1 truly am, it wiH be writ- tween Mexican and American
in Waco, Texas.
troops
,
ten that my settlement of (ha-- case' over the border. The entire ninth
That arm of Wallace's has been!
.March (i. President B. B
Chicago,
$
mo
AlcNa'
which
compromise by
;
the wonder of baseball for a longj
Johnson, of the American League is maras entered pleas of guilty "was cavalry remain on patrol of the line
time; iitflelders have come and gone.
said to have a bomb ready for hurt one of the most successful ever ac- and parts of the city of Douglas.
their arms useless; shortstops and
CONFLICTING REPORTS.
ing into the ranks of ball player complished by a lawyer. I am willing
6. There
third basemen have been shifted to
El Paso, Texas, March
It was
scribes in his organization.
God
on
and
to
be
it
by
by
judged
was no movement of rebel forces in
pecond, that the short throw might
learned last night that the league's men.
i.ot strain the failing muscles, but
Chihuahua state, nor do rebel repreexecutive was about to issue an edict
he
"1 know something of what
Wallace goes on in t he same fashion
v hich would either stop ball player.i
here believe that either
sentatives
world calls criminals. They fnuo the Orozco or Salazar are in
year after year.
from writing expert opinions for news-- i
positions to
same warm handclasp. Their skulls assist in
Sonora. The two
And the secret is that he has nursed
subduing
papers or stop their salaries.
in them were fashbis arm ever since he appreciated its
"it is not the intention to infringe and the brainssame
generals clearly have shown that they
ioned by the
power. You and do not
value.
of
the
the
said)
agree regarding the demands
players,"
rights
jon
1
it
and
instincts
have
criminal
may
'.Johnson,
"but alleged expert criti
of the northern revolutionists to be
No one ever sees Wallace shoot the
nevcism and baseball playing do not mix. may have been our good fortune,
made on President Huerta.
ball to first at top speed when it isntj
in
f would not mind so much if the play-jer- er to have had temptations thrown
. It is denied
by Orozco representa- necessary. When he can he loba the:
themselves wrote the stuff which our paths. When I see a man plac
that
the commander ihj
here
ball to first.
a pedestal and call chief of the northern rebels has made
appears in the newspapers throughout ing himself uponmeu
Wallace began his big league career
I
misfellow
1,is
"Iminals,
the land, but in the ereat maoritv ot inS
any monetary demand on the proviin 1S95, with the Cleveland club, going
cases, the players never see tho stories trust that man.
sional government at Mexico City. It
up from the Iron and Oil league Whe.'e
"V.'e all fill our places in life playto which their nnniPfl nre .nnencie,1
is discredited that Orozco's agent.
he pitched in 1S94. Wallace didut
ing ihe game until we go out forever. Colonel Jose Cordova, has asked for
until after they have been printed
shine as a pitcher for the Spiders and
of
I
criminals
side
human
the
know
"These writings frequently hav;
money considerations, as reported
was shited to third base and later
been an injury to the league and if it and know that human lives are much from Mexico City.
WISDOM FROM "BOBBY."
to short.
to
save
I
could
I
the
did
what
alike.
AMERICANS ALARMED.
ican be done and I think it can be
and
And he has
"Begin slowly.
"no American league player wl be at Mc Samaras did it honestly did it
ever since, always to the satGuaymas, Sonora, March 6. Grave
"Don't throw your arm off the first few das.
bra vely.
anxiety among the 350 American resi"Exercise carefully. Your muscles are soft and need tuning up before lowed to write these criticisms in the
isfaction of the home fans and the
IS TIRED OF LIFE.
near future."
dents of. this seaport was aroused toclub owners.
they will do their work without complaint. If you do not throw a ball hard
I have grown
am
"1
older.
growing
When Cy Young left the big show for a week your arm will be better than If you try to show your "pep" the
day
by reports that the federal govweary and tired of life, but it is not ernment is to send the gunboat Guer-rerrWallace became dean of the fraternity. first few days.
THE
NAME
human
ITSELF
it
is
not
fair, it is not just,
"Never throw with all your strength unless you have to.
The skinny Scot was a major league
up the coast to shell the town.
should have been tried again
IS A GUARANTEE that
"Save your arm all the time; it's your bread winner and if you abuse it
Urgent
representations are being
performer two years before Nap La
upon a charge on which I had once made to detain the cruiser Colorado
you will be sorry.
joie and a year before Wagner.
bern acquitted. If my enemies had which arrived Tuesday night, but' Is to
When the RoblnBons took the Cleve"Keep good hours. The body requires plenty of rest when doing unac
The name "Roney's Boys" has alany sense of juBtice, I should not, have leave Friday.
land club to St. Louis, Wallace went, customed work and a night's sleep means an unfogged brain."
ways stood for the highest cultiva- been called to defend myself again.
When the American
along.
league
tion of the boy's singing voice, and
"I am ready for the eternal sleep. I
was founded, he jumped from the Na
the most masterful execution upon have loved peace and I have loved my A Cold, La Grippe, Then Penumonla
iudivid-im- l infielders.
he
two
In
did
the
last
more
than
PowWallace
with
any
years
1,'onals
Burkett, Heldrick,
instruments by little fellows, the world fellow men. 1 have believed in law Is too often the fatal sequence. La
ell, Sudboff, Padden and Jack Harper.
to prove the honesty of baseball has done this for a dozen boys trying
ever known.
has
and love. Yet almost from the first Grippe coughs hang on, weaken the
for
his
have
Browns
ye!
job, but the
Of this aggregation he alone remains in 19US, when a marvelous
and lower the vital resistence.
play beat to find a man to
conhave
traveled
three
boys
Many
time 1 opened my eyes, I have been
in fast company.
replace him.
N.
it
"As long as I own tho Browns secutive years with "Roney's Boys," a fighting, fighting, fighting for my fel- K.'.G. Collins, postmaster, Barnegat,
Wallace is one of the most feareO Cleveland out of the pennant and
says: "I was troubled with a se-- i
batters in either league. He has hit was an open secret that the Browns Wallace remains on the payroll at the few four and five "seasons, but the low men. I have practiced kindness J..
in his average is about two years. The en- and gentleness and mercy the best I vere I.a Grippe cough which comsibove .300 only twice in his long car- wanted the Naps to win the flag, ii salary he received when
could.
tire personnel ofj the company has could as the years have gone. That's pletely exhausted me. Foley's Honey
said
L.
owner
It.
in
they
prime,"
him
at
dread
Hedges,
but
bat
eer,
pitchers
'
Wallace delights to teach younj
changed a dozen times or (hereabouts why I am here because I have loved, and Tar Compound soon stopped the
a pinch.
coughing spells entirely. It can't be
in the past twenty years, due princi-not judged, my fellow men.
beat." For sale by all druggists.
is nothing
to the inevitable "change of;
there
"Gentlemen,
pally
Craw
has
been
from
heard
or more recruits now working out.
Z. ,
Nothing
: m.
Z,
,
BOTH STANAGE AND ford.
,
wh
"UM
"
With a few exceptions,
Manager
wi
IUUI lt II
tllJUltl
nwmui,
i, nvon, FALL IS APPOINTED
DUBUCHAUENOW
)ftll, BUllltrUlUB nanuo are"licit
Jennings received word today that Jennings is keeping his impressions to conies most unexpectedly.
Hnwini tears tntn
ON A COMMITTEE.
Cobb will join the squad at Gulfport, himself, and he will reverse final judg
JOINED TIGERS and it is taken for
to be worn by the rich, I know there
D. C, March 6 A ReWashington,
Incessant
afthese
on
ment
of
until
the
Notwithstanding
Cobb
many
players
granted that
publican committee on committees of
them in actual work changes, sometimes one, sometimes are prayers going up for me today
will play with the Tigers and settle ter he sees
x major league
Detroit. Mich.. March C Oscar S.' salary difficulties afterward.
a
class
or
three to five in a single season, the prayers that this jury will free me. the senate was appointed today by
rgainst
standard of "Honey's Boys' " programs Geutlemen, I submit to you my fate Senator Galllnger to control Repub
Stanage, the Tiger catcher, Is no long- - Jean Dubuc, star twirler, today sing team.
lican committee appointments. Senthe fate of my family."
r
er a holdout. Oscar has acceded to;ed a
contract, accepting the The exceptions are Klawltter, Ron has been constantly pushed higher.
Darrow finished his address to an ator Lodge is chairman, with Senator?
Shan-bal- l
costumes
are
The
various
apthe original terms of the Detroit base original contract that the club had
and
Powell
elegant,
Veach, High,
of sobs. Tears cours Warren, Nelson, Penrose Smoot,
club in his case, and has returned fered him.
'ley.
propriate to the music where possible, accompaniment
ed down the cheeks of many women j
Craw
Smith, of Michigan,
his contract, properly signed, Stanage,
The
"The younsters have made a great and historically
Two and perliaps tnree outfielders
interesting.
was
men
much
the
there
and
among
In
Is
his
home
at
who
Stockton, Cal., f0Ur pitchers, one inflelder and two impression on me, and I have no hesi- boys are from different families in
muffled blowing of noses.
Bays he will leave at one for the train- catchers, these are players Manager tation In saying that there was never various states and are not related to
It was arranged that W. J. Ford, CHICHESTER S PILLS
a
m
of
better
said
score
Mr.'
to
the
.
In
from
IIBANlt.
recruits,"
get
aggregation
Roney.
Gulfport.
Jennings expects
ing camp
assistant district attorney, would con- JjBuii'iii Arti; your l'mpiilHf, for fx
Remember this splendid company
JHuiiiniid TtrondVS
elude the arguments for the prosecu- 1111. in RrJ ami
aJ nictalliAv
will be in Santa Fe March 11.
loKcs. staled with Blue
Kltihon.
tion this afternoon, and that the case
Take no other. Ituy ol your V'
Va
Akrnrnii.tfTiri-'fi.'FiTUrunUt.
would go to the jury at 8 o'clock
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WILLIAM FARAII

EMIL M1GNARD0T

j

WALLACE,

THE

Capital Bar

BASEBALL'S
GRANDPA

Schlitz

Lemps

BEER
California Wines
Old Taylor Whiskey

j

PHONE 239. W.

He-ha- s

i

:

j

55 San Francisco

Street.

ford, Jones and Fall,
The committee will arrange through
In conference with
a
the Democrats for the distribution of
committee places.

!

j

Pope Motor Cycle

'

j

PRICES, $1(5, $200, $215 and $250

With Imported Magneto.
Motor Cycle without a doubt wllb troulile
left at the factory.

I

I

j

PASH

BROTHERS, AGTS.,

s

.

1

third-base-

,

short-stoppe-

1

v,

THE

SERIES.

SQUAD REACHES LOS ANGELES,
Los Angeles, Cal., March 6. The
second squad of the Chicago Amen-cans, in command of the veteran train
er and player, Kid Gleason, arrived;
here today for the first of a series of
spring training games with the Los
Angeles and Venice Coast league
teams. The players will make their
headquarters at Pasadena and will
come to Los Angeles every afternoon
for the scheduled games,

CHAPTER NO. 5.

THAW RETURNS
TO ASYLUM

i

'Talk about your hard luck! Look: drove back to the farm from the milk;
vhat Matty did! Pitched great ball station. He couldn't get to town
and then had the game tossed away quick enough during (he days of the
It's world's series. He rushed his work
just when It looked like a cinch. ser-and at the first chance read the.
to lose one of them world's
ies games like that. I know just how per to see how the Giants and Red
Big Six' felt about It. I'd be sore my Sox came ou the day before,
self to fling that kind of ball and then j He read every word printed about
have some one toss It off. I wish I'd: the games and could see himself on
been In there for the Giants."
jthe firing line in every pinch.
Thus mused Jimmy Dolan bb he! "I wonder if Billy Hardy will keep
1

UNCLE SAM WINS BACK

his word and give me a chance next
VALUABLE COAL LAND3.
year?" was the burden of his song
Colo., March G. News was
Denver,
but only to himself were his thoughts received here
today that decrees were
confided. Not a soul knew of the
entered
by Judge T.iner in
yesterday
nursed in the breast of the
the United States district court at
star.
Center
Sterry
to the public do"I'd like to make good for mother's Cheyenne, restoring
sake. You bet if I get on a big league main coal lands near Hatma, Wyo.,
team she'll never have to worry valued at $3,000,000. The government
had fled suit against tho Union Paagain."
cific railroad, charging that the road
;
(To be continued).
h

j

Always

j

Doubtless you have often envied
the man or woman to whom talking seems so easy, especially If you
find it hard to start a conversation.
make this art yours.
You can
The Santa Fe New Mexican will
help you. Read its pages closely
and constantly. You will find a
hundred subjects for conversation
the affairs of the nations, great
philanthropies, news of literature,

SOLD BV flRlifiOISTS FVERYtttHW

Then there are the advertisements. Everybody is interested in
them especially when the cost of
living still soars. They contain the
latest merchandise news from the
most reliable merchants in Santa
Fe.
Read the Santa Fe New Mexican
closely and consistantly every day
and you will never be at a loss for
Read its
interesting conversation.
advertisements every day and you
will always be posted on where to
purchase to best advantage.

SONORA RISES UP
AGAINST HUERTA.

1

New York, March 6. The writ o
habeas corpus obtained In behalf ot
Harry K. Thaw, was suddenly with
drawn at the request of his counsel in
the supreme court today. Thaw was
iii court.
William Travel's Jerome was ready
to proceed with the argument when
one of Thaw's lawyers notified Justice
Gregorich that he desired to withIt was subsedraw the proceedings.
quently explained that the move waa
,
jamj nepmissi nr. Charles Kennedy,!
who obtained the writ for Thaw, had
been denied the privilege of consult-- j
ing privately with his client at Ma1,-- I
teawan and for this reason was not
i
ready to go ahead with the case.
Thaw was taken back to the asylum
and the right of his lawyers to see
him in private there will be thrashed
out in court.
.
.
A MESSAGE TO RAILROAD MEN.
15. S. Bacon, 11 Bast St., Bath, Me.,
sends out this warning, to railroaders
everywhere.
"My work as conductor
caused a chronic inflammation of the
kidneys and I waB miserable and all
played out. From the day 1 began taking Foley Kidney Pills I began to regain my strength, and I am better
now than I have been for twenty
ears." Try themi For sale by all
ciHiggists.

BY JOHN P. FALLON.

You will always be well informed, for the newest is ever presented In The Santa Fe New Mexican.

'

CRADLE TO

An Easy Talker

1

j

THE

Be

art and sport.

two-yea-

FROM

tan

-

f

WORLD

How You

(Continued from page one).
I

Mrs. Emllio Madero passed through
Brownsville last night from Mexico
for San Antonio, she declared her
brother-in-laFrancisco Aladero, was
killed two days prior to the time given out by the Mexican officials. She
asserted his death was attended by
horrible suffering and that he was
tortured with knife thrusts and cuts
"
'
over the back. '
EXPRESS REGRET.
Washington, D. C, March
Ojeda, commander of the Mexican federals, has expressed regret to
American consular officers at Nogales
for the recent clashes with American
troops near Douglas, Ariz. General
Ojeda assured the officers that he
would adopt means to prevent further
trouble, and ordered the Mexican patrol withdrawn from where the outbreaks occurred.
SEIZES, CUSTOM
HOUSE. .
Washington, D. C, March 6. Col.
Carranza, who is reported attempting
to extort money from foreigners at
Ciudad Porfirio Diaz, has now seized
the Mexican customs house and is
selling merchandise destined to the
interior of Mexico at less than half its
value.
RIGID CENSORSHIP.
Hermosillo, Sonora, Mex.,' March 6.
A rjgilj ceuS0rship enforced by the
"iron glove" was installed here today
state government
Sonora
Dy the
which yesterday waived the banner of
state's rights in the face of the national government of Huerta, Officials
of the new regime here today seized
the railway station and telegraph offices of the Southern Pacific of Mexico
and placed all outgoing news under
the ban, The censorship applies also
to the commercial wires. The railway operator at Carbo, a nearby station was told that if he allowed any
more news to be transmitted he
would be shot and that if he told of
the threat to shoot him if he gave
news he would be shot. All train
service except that conducted by the
state authorities Is annulled. "j
'
The train of Btate troops which left
here yesterday Went as far south as
Ortiz, with Intentions to burn railway
bridges oh the return trip, thus preventing Huerta troops ffoni Moving
-

ii

lni.'nfAx
HIlllU

IMP)

C

LALUIlUlld

CALIFORNIA
lflW And'Enjoy thelSunny
r(
UUnUn
Climate ofCalifornia.

The California Limited Na

3

Will Take You There in Style and Comfort.
.

ROUND TRIPRATES

:

Los Angeles,

San Diego,
San Francisco,
RETURN LIMIT SIX MONTHS.

THE GRAND GANYON
THE YOSEM1TE VALLEY

SEE

Let us Plan Your Trip, Arrange for Sleeping Car Accommodations On Any of Our Through Trains.

H.S. LUTZ,

Agent,

jSanta Fe, N. M.

PEERLESS BAR
Fine

Imported
.

and. Domestic Wines,, Liquors

AND CIGARS

GREGG & COLE, Props.

MARCH

THURSDAY,

(7

Established

6,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

1913.

Incorporated

1856

SEIIGIN

1903

CODIPj

BROS.

PERSONALS
(Owing to the great Interest manl
feated In the Personal Column, the
New Mexican requests its readers to
send in by mall (a postcard will do)
or by telephone (call "31 J") Items for
this column. By doing so the readers will confer a favor on the New
ComMexican and on their friends.
munications sent by mail should bear
the signature of the writer).
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DISORDER WILL
BE EXPLAINED!EVERVTHINQ

I

SELIGIN

ADOLF

NEW SPRING AND SUMMER

Ever Offered to the People of Santa Fe.
The new iRISH SUITINGS, WOVEN POMPADOUR SILKS, all colors, CREPE DE DUXE and
CREPE
FAILLE, ITALIAN RATINES, MERCERAND
CORDUROYS
IZED WELTS, COTTON
WHIPCORDS, SILK MORQUISETTES and ZEPHYRS. Fine assortment of NOVELTIES; also complete line of WHITE GOODS AND TRIMMINGS.

j

MILLINERY

INFANT'S and CHILDREN'S

MRS. W. LINDIIARDT

WHITE DRESSES

If CARE and ACCURACY in preparation
are of importance
You Want Our Policies!

w,e

COMPANY

JOSEPH

j

1

SHOWING.

SELIGWROS.

-

sev-eia-

early and take advantage of this very

BCome

CAPITAL 850,000 00
Business

Does a General Banking

MANAGER,

Year
the
entered may be

8!every one a Happy

have
each

Year Resolution

fXlSCO

THE STAR PROPRIETOR.
BARN

j

Your Patronage Solicited

HAYWARD,

a year
Health and Prosperity. With
favors shown us, and hoping your
thanks for

e

4 TRUST CO.

B.

OUR WISH

Lu-!1!-

UNITED STATES BANK

CO.

-

DRESS GOODS

REMARKABLE

GOODS

Washington, D. C, March (!. A
small urniy of witnesses were ready to;
i'ppear today before the special senate
ciminiittee appointed to investigate thii
disorder and alleged luck of police
protection
attending the suffragist
Senator
parade of last Monday.
ar I
Jones, Dillingham' and Tomci-enmembers of the committee and they
iSee Our Windows.
Special Display.
Michael A. Stanton manager ot tno announced that they proposed to so to
125 Palace Ave
exbins tueaier, nas returned irom an
tll0 i)o,t0m ot the matter. Anions:
tensive trip through the easl and lUose who were prepared to appear:
!IO SAN FRANCISCO ST.,
PHONE 180.
middls west.
was former Representative John A.
Attorney Kifego liaen arrived last Mill.tilli o Colorado, whose term
from the Duke City to argue p)l;(,d M.u.ch 4 an(, wh() renmllu,d ho!.0
ond notations, Baltimore & Ohio tona case before the state supreme coin t ,n ordep tQ ,V(J hia tl!8tlllluliv.
itn'tilitu 1 1.9'a riiipliitinir in Q". mid fl
some
was
INSURE WITH IIAYWARD AM) RLST CONTENT.
as
there
question
to,,,
d continental
s(er
.ludge W. C. Heacock, w ho has been
WOuld he heard to- witnesses
,
,
d
jch
ht
whch
here on business, left last night for
day or not. The committee
early niPa81lra,,,y .nwim. eontributed to tht
Albuquerque.
evinced a desire to organize Anally llllirk(,f8 weakness,
Miss Iela Gallagher, one of Santa
and to map out a l.ne of campaign,
f0J.
roa, s0(,ks Bpllrtpd
l
Fe's pretty girls, is back after
However, Major Richard Sylvester,
bl
Uu,,r j,11I)TOvement did not
weeks' absence.
of police, u number of!.,,., th ,,n(,,.H m,,.k(,
.ueh ami the
Judge Edward A. Mann, the well superintendent
or
vrHiatont
known lawyer, is here from Albu- subordinates officers and the commis-- j who,,j ,iBt agal ,.
of the District of Columbia re-- ! Ii(lllidation of s(im(, ,liKh m.iood Bpp.
INSURE WITH HAY WARD AND BE SURE.
querque on business before the su- jsioners
in readiness, if called.
iniained
eialties intensified bearish sentiment.
preme court.
uuuersioon, Canadian Pacific lost S nnints and to- iMajor oyivesier, .. i
Mrs. It. V. Winchester, the soprano
will be the first person to bacco over 7.
probably
who
soloist
sang during lie Masonic
iriti-cisreunion ceremonies held here recent- be interrogated. The storm ol
raised by the alleged failure of
Room 8, Capital Cily Bank Building-- , Santa Fe, N. M.
last
ly, arrived from
Albuquerque
the police to safeguard the woman's SAUEO FURNITURE
..
night.
the
Colonel Ralph K. Twitchell of Las parade has spread throughout
BUT
THEIR
SON
country, and members of botli branch-Vegas, is at the Palace hotel.
WAS CREMATED
Juan Sanchez y Vigil, of Mugda-lent- , es of congress, especially those from
states where universal suffrage is re-- I
is visiting friends here.
with
San Bernardino, Oil.. .March (i. In
Dr. K. h. Woods, of Mcintosh, Is a cognized are being bombarded
demands for summary action. Some the excitement of finding their htfuse
New
we
visitor in the city.
of these go so far as to insist upon the on tire and no water at hand, John'
iHt iMiufii,
aiiuiiiv-- j
iJ.
for
aim
!
discharge of the superintendent ot po Uindroz and his wife hurriedly moved
rancher, is here from Albuquerque.
New
out
furniture
what
and
H. L. Davis, J. II. Clomels and
ihy could,
h ft their
full of
SNEER AT REPORT.
sou to burn to
Year,
cius Dills, all of Roswell. are regis- investigation to de-- I death. The couple lived at (loffs, in
Congressional
all
tered at the Montezuma hotel.
desert. That a mother could for
Thomas Hughes, of Albuquerque, a (ermine the responsibility of the
New
will be
lice for the riotious scenes attending !fiet her child struck Coroner Fuller as
well known member of the Typograthat
he
;so
the
here
last
for
her?
left,
strange
suffrage parade
today
Monday
phical union, who has been visiting
I Will Trade WM
H. C. YONTZ, SAS
his sister, Miss Lou Hughes, a steno- got under way in earnest today when Ooffs to investigate..
ST
grapher employed in the legislature the senate committee appointed for
the inquiry began hearing.
STOCK EXCHANGE SEAT
here, has returned home.
Police Chief Sylvester presented a
SELLSFOR $45,U0C.
Jay A. Hubbs of the HubbB Laundry
and Edward Pinney, a well known Al- report in which he held that fifty po
New York, X. Y., March (!. A seat
have on the New York stock exchange was
buquerque merchant and former coun- licemen to each block would
ty treasurer of Hernalillo county, re- been unable to control he crowd and sold today for
the lowest price
turned home yesterday in Mr. Hubbs attributed the breaking of a cable recorded since 1900.
near the end ot the line of march as
rutomobile.
W. A. WILLIAMS, - Charles M. Whalen, a nephew of the chief cause of the jam on PennAN EPIDEMIC OF COUGHING
the late Sister Mary Charles of St. sylvania avenue from the capilol to is sweeping over the town and young
Vincent Sanitarium, has just been the treasury.
,
j.md oId are alilie nffHeipd,
Foley's
selected as private secretary to ConAYhile his report was being read,
Koney & Tar Compound is a quick,
t
gressman-elecReWarren Oacdj choruses of derisive laughter came
Judge
Lines.
Hack
reliable fnmilv medieln,. fnr
or the Third Ohio Congressional dist- - from the woman suffragists gathered !.,,
and colds. A. S. Jones of Lee
coughs
can
Best
rict. Mr. Whalen Is a graduate of St. j in the room.
Rigs
Chico,
Calif.,
Pharmacy,
says:
Mary's Institute and very popular in
Jones announced that Miss Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
TWO AND POUR HORSE OUTriTS.
PROMPT SERVICE.
Captain
SADDLE POMES.
K. of C. circles and the oldest son of
(Alice Paul would present the witness- - las no equal, and recommend it as
San
St.
Francisco
Daniel Whalen of Dayton, Ohio.
Phone
139.
310
es for the suffragists. The first were containing no narcotics
or other
announced as Miss Julia Lathrpp, iu.rmful properties."
For sale by all
JUDGE GAYLEY WISHES
chief of the government's children druggists.
TO OUTWIT RIVALS
S. H. Mcciure tne publisher;
New York, March B. James Gayley, bureau;
Rear Admiral Van Heyper, and Mrs. WILSON, BRYAN AND
frrmer vice president of the United P. R.
- .
Upton.
POWERS THAT BE
States Steel corporation, continued lite;
ARE HARD AT WORK.
testimony today in the government's
suit to dissolve the corporation as an
WITNESS
(Continued from page one).
..j
illegal combination.
HARVESTER
IN
Mr. Gayley
testified that he had
personal friend ot Secretary ltryan,
recommended the purchase of the
CALLED today
was appointed secretary to the
Champion iron mines by the Steel cor-We Buy and Sell for Cash. We Will Save You Money
secretary of state In place of Win.
poration in 1902 "in order that it might
A.
.0.
C.
NewMr.
Knox's
.March
Leslio
Omaha, Neb.,
Coombs,
secretary,
riot be taken over by competitors."
on Your Feed Bills. Let us have
The Union Sharon Steel company. berry, of Alliance, Neb., was the first who resigned to engage in business
Order and Convince You.
in San Francisco.
subsequently acquired by the "trust," witness called today by the defense
in the International Harvester comBenjamin G. Davis of Maryland,
was after the property at the time.
pany case, lie testified to having a clerk to Mr. Bryan when he was a
business of $250,000 a year and esti- representative in congress, and lately
BOND IS APPROVED.
of his imple- in the adjutant general's office, is to
Chicago, March G. A $;:n,000 bon1 mated that
M. O'CONNELL,
for H. W. Legleitner, of Denver, one ments sales were of manufacturers ot be confidential clerk to Mr. Bryan.
OLNEY MAY GET IT.
of (he structural iron worker officials (lli International Harvester company,
16 OALISTEO STREET.
Phone 214 J
convicted at Indianapolis, was approv- hut declared that he had not been coWashington, D. C, "March G. Probed by Judge Uaker in the United eiced into carrying that line exclusive-State- s ably the first diplomatic appointment
President Wilson will make will be
circuit court of appeals herejlythat of ambassador to Great Britain,
tcdaj'. The prisoner probably will bs
.
Mnvch
Tlie
farm
Nh..
nnuha
released tomorrow.
er was never before so well cared for, Ho nlls no """"y decided on any one,
enneerns the Use of farm im-- though there are several names being;
.n f;.- DISTRIBUTOR OF
Those who have advancTUIC Hill I IMTCDCGT MflTUCDC plements, according to testimony giv considered.
ed the candidacy of Richard OIney.
in
the
the
defense
for
en
iiiiu
witnesses
by
iincncQi muniLnj
of state under the Cleveland
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for trust suit of the government against secretary
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
the
International Harvester company. administration, believe that he is a
Children, a Certain relief for Fever- W. Patterson of Rear- - f llliey selection and say that though
John
Mavor
of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
Manufacturer
Bad
Headache,
Stomach,
statement to the Hl'- ollie' is advanced in years, he is
water.
Teething Disorders, move and regu-- ; ney, Neb., made that
Agent for Manilou Spring Mineral Water.
still
active.
very
late the Bowels and Destroy Worms, court.
Santa Fe. New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J
NOT TARIFF ONLY,
"In fact," he declared, "I just hitch
They break up clods in 24 hours.
who talked with tlie
callers
Those
wag-the
a
behind
farmers'
machine
Tiiey are so pleasant to the taste
himself and takes President about the plan of the house
like them.
Over 10,000 testi- - on and he sets it up
of
rebates
given by deal- - leaders, declared they believed he iins
advantage
monials. Fused by Mothers for 22
ers when experts are not sent along. not made up hia mind but thought he
years. They never fail. Sold by all
Witnesses generally testified that considered currency legislation as well
Lrugglsts, 25c. Sample mailed FREE.
t
the defendant did 90 per as
legislation two Import-cen- t
although
Allen
S.
N.
Le
Address,
Roy,
Olmsted,
of the harvesting machine busi- - ant subjects which should not be
.
EGGS FOR HATCHING
and layed. Some of them said, however,
in the territory, binders
so
mowers have not advanced in price
that Mr. Wilson realized that In
as other lines of farm imple-- ; ing with three such Important
the intricacies of the legislative
KAUNE & GG. All farm machinery has advanced in 'jects,
3
situation was to be considered.
Because there you will have a
ad-- ;
but
few
the
hint
tlie
in
years,
price
CABINET ORGANIZES.
hatched
Chick
The
makes
early
chance to succeed. There climate,
has'
vance on Harvester machinery
Tumulty, speaking for
Wbere Quality Governs the
the Winter Layer !
"nCe'been less than on other lines, accord-- J theSecretary
cabannounced
soil and water, in conjunction with
that the
president
He said the Inter-- ;
ing to Newberry.
and Price the Quality
inet had devoted its attention chiefly FRESH EGGS FOR THE TABLE.
Intelligent labor, work wonders.
; national
company had improved its to the work of organization.
He said
binders and often sent machines to that some of the assistant secretaryAlfalfa, fruits, garden truck, poulfarmers for free use to try out exper-- ships had been talked over.
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
try and dairy products point the
imental improvements.
204 J.
315 Palace Ave.
Phone
John W. Patterson, mayor of Keorway to more than a mere living.
ney, was then called. He is an imple-- ;
merit dealer in his home town, lie Men Welcome
Colonist Excursions
sold $75,000 worth of farm machinery
Bone
last year, hut only half ot it was Inter-March 15th
15, 25c national made kok!s- April IStb
A Duty that Every Man Owe to Thou
who Perpetuate the Race.
WAS
-

The Most Complete Line

DRY

GENERAL LIVERY

j

N. B. LAUGHLIN,

J.

B. LAMY,

t.

1
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i

DON DIEGO ADDITION

j

.

I TO THE CITY OF SANTA FE

!

J

in Precinct No.

(South Side)

4

i

See Us at Once and Ciet Your Choice of Lots in one of the
Most Desirable Residence Sections of the City.

O.C. WATSON & CO.
INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

SURETY

j
j

FIRST

SUIT

and Grain
HayWholesale
and Retail
atrial

j

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.

four-fifth- s

BONDS.

Phone, 189 J.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
119 San Francisco St.,

Manager.
1

i

-

j
j

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
ii-67-

Day or Night Phone,

.

I JO

Main.

Next Door to Postoffice,

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER

hill

j

Chil-jdre-

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

n

j

deal-muc-

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
GASPER ST.

You Will Like

S.C.Buff Orpingtons

anti-trus-

s

NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

104 DON

KRICK&r

iHENRY

i

License Nombers,
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W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier

President.
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$2.00.
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CALIFORNIA

FOR

EGGS

I

FERTILIZERS
FINELY GROUND

FOR

LAWNS, GARDENS, GREENHOUSES,

tTC.

Lawn Dressing, per cwt ,
$2.50
. . .
Blood and Bone Fertilizer, per cwt.,
2.95
Shrubbery and Vines Fertilizer, per cwt., . 2.75
Florist Steamed Pure Bone Meal, per cwt., . 3 00
ASK TO SEE SAMPLES.
MEX.
GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE, SANTA FK, NEW
Telephone 19 W.

We
Have

Codfish,

Weather a

Rug or Carpet

Mustard Sardines
Sardines in Tomato Sauce
Soused Mackerel

We have some of the
Finest Brussels Carpets and Well-MaRugs to
attract the eye and meet the purse.
We also have some Handsome Furniture,
including an Oak Dining Room Set Which is displayed in our show windows. We ask you to
see this set and also a great variety of Dishes
which We are Goinf to Close Out at Cut Prices from today

Clam Chowder, Clams,
Clam Juice
Japanese Crab Meat
.
Deviled Crabs

AKERS
AND
2:...

WAGNER

'

,

..

Celery,

UNDERTAKING

FURNITURE

CO.

:v

,

"sl

;

FRESH OYSTERS

de

THE

I7c
lb. can 30c

Tuna Fish,Jlb. can

....

IS A GREAT COMFORT.

,

H. S. KAUNE

a

&c.

GO.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Oualltv.
; i

r'i.

Lettuce,

,

Mother's Friend

j

Mackerel, 12J,
French Sardines

1

In tlie Cold

j

FOR LENT

SENTIMENT
BEARISH ON
WALL STREET

New York. March 6. The stock
ii.aiket continued today on its uncertain course of the week, which has
been marked by alternating periods
of strength and weakness. Following
sold
yesterday's advance, traders
stocks today and the prices were de
pressed 1 to 2 points in some instances, with larger losses for a num
ber of specialties.
Bear operators sought to make capi
tal out of the poor showing of the
Bank ot England in its weekly state
nent which emphasized unfavorabl'
Llttlo
monetary conditions abroad.
attention was paid to the satisfactorj
earnings published by a number oi
middle western railroads, or of evidence of prosperity in the industrial
Sentiment was bearish alstocks.
though trading was confined almost
entirely to the professional element

n

M

to

second-clasi'Jl'.i. Tin. n one-watickets from Santa Fe, N. AI-- , to Los
Kan Francisco, San Diego and
to many oth r points in California
V.11I
be sold for $30.00. Corresponding
fare from points on other lints In
with tlie Snmn F. Ulvnil

INSURANCE
Fire, Life, Accident
Plate Olass, Etc. Etc
It is Just

REAL

stopover privileges.
Three fast trains dally Iioin Kansas
City carry tourist sleepers and free
Chair cars. Harvey meals.

ESTATE

thflt men should
know of progressive methods fn advance of
motherhood.
The suffering, pain and distress Incident to
can lie easily
City Property, Farms
avoided by having ot band a bottle of
Ranch
Orchards
Slother's Friend.
This la a wonderful, penetrating, exterLand
nal application that relievos all tension
upon the muscles and enables them to expand
without tlie painful strain upon the ligaments. Thus there is avoided all those nervous spells : the tendency to nausea or morning sickness Is counteracted, and a bright,
sunny, happy disposition Is preserved that
reflects wonderfully upon the character and
Of
temperament of the little one soon to open
tta eyes in bewilderment, at the joy of his
Yon ran obtain
arrival.
a bottle of
"'Mother's Friend" at any drug store at
194 W., Room
It will he (he best dollar's worth
f 1.00.everandobtained.
It preserves the moth
yon
er's health, enables her to make a quick
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
and complete recovery, and thus with re-newed strength she will eagerly devote i
Bonds were easy.
herself to the care and attention which
NEW MEXICO
Standard stocks sympathized to a mean so much to the welfare of the child. SANTA FE
Write to the Bradfleld Regulator Co., 129
in
declines
with
fcreater extent
abrupt
Lamar Bldg., Atlanta, Ga., for their valuScratch Pad c it! descriptions an
certain specialties such as Tobacco, able
and Instructive book of guidance for all
qualities, 10 pounds for 50 cent
Woolworth, Bag Preferred and Pump expectant mothers. Get
bottle ot Moth'New Mexican office
Preferred. Weakness ot some new er Friend
os Important

For

rants, Etc

reserva-

copy of "San Joaquin
Valley" folder, apply

Surety Bonds

H.S.Ll'TZ, Aft., SANTA FE,

All Kinds

Telephone

tickets,

tions, information and

U

N. M

SANITARV BAKERY.
AMADO GUTIERREZ,
j

Proprietor.

Bread, Rolls, all kinds of Cakes
Specialty.
Pies, Wedding Cakes a our
vunca,
to. nanuie
Kuune
orocery

Bread and Rolls.

PHONE 345J.

lOB

OA1ISTEOST

Fresh Made Pretxela.

.

u

J

,GS
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SIX

Santa

VALLEY IANCH,

Fo Po.tofflce
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa
Published Daily
The Santa Fe New Mexican
English Weekly
Review
Mexican
New
The
Spanish Weekly
El Nuevo Mexicano

The

New Mexican

J. Wight

Giddings

by

Dally, six months, by

Weekly, per year

JYK.

R. J. PALEN,

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
K.00 Dally, par quartir, by mall
$2.60 Dally, per quarter, by carrier
mall..,
11.00
Weekly, tlx month

Vice-Pre-ide-

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
The Oldest Bank in the State.

Organized

in 1870.

Time I the teat
Growth determine!
ition. Thia bank
country's financial

If you enjoy (lancing, fishing, hunting, horseback riding tenuis
Where are you going to spend your vacation?
r'avlnK. trap shooting and all out door sports come to Valley Ranch. Two and three rom Dttngaiows im duiu.
Accommodations alrendy reserved ahead to July. Is
owe and two room cabins or rooms in main building.
Yours?

11.26
$1.60

mll

L. A. HUGHES,

President.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE

President
General Manager
Ed tor
Associate Editor

William F. Brogan
n.iiv. n.r vear.

IV.

6,

CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND NET PROFITS, $250,000

Printing Co., Publishers

Bronson M. Cutting
Charles M.Stauffer

MARCH

THURSDAY,

SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

THE

Fe New Mexican

FE NEW MEXICAN

$r

S .BO

Booklet Free on Request
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VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

THE VALLEY RANCH,

of a bank'e endurance and etrength.
IU adaptability to changing condhas successfully withstood all the
and commercial disasters for over
forty yeara. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first Importance in banking, a tradition that still
rules its policy, but the bank is not living en Its history
but depends for Its prosperity upon adaptability to present-day
needs.
Commercial Bills discounted.
Credit and Deposit Accounts opened.
Letters of Credit and Drafts Issued on
all Countries.
Coupons collected and cashed. Stock ExSalee and Purchasrs effected.
change
Telegraphlo
transfers of money made.
It Is Important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers In regard to your banking
business.
g
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Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Febwant a few individuals to grow wealthy at their expense. That is all.
other one had kept his views to himDepartment of the Interior,
The people welcome to New .Mexico, corporations of tha character ol
EXECUTOR'S NOTICE.
ruary 1, 1913.
.V,
M.
Office
S.
Land
U,
Fe.
at
Santa
the Dawson Fuel company.
In the Probate Court, Santa
We would surest to the w
Notice is hereby given that Reyes
nm self' we wou,d haVe th.Ughtana
1913.
March
3,
would County, State of New Mexico.
were all swept and in order
once more
Gurule, of La Jara, N. M., who, on
;Uuara that it caucus
Notice is hereby given that FranWe cannot help feeling that it would be a very grave error to pass by on the otiestlnn of just
,. have felt fine, but then doubt seized jn the matter of the estate of Abra- June
passing
in chaotic uncer-- ,
cisco Brito, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, No. 10, 1910, made Homestead Entry
the opportunity for advertising New Mexico through the medium of the (needed legislation which
ham Staab, deceased.
the people' UBand we were left
013618, for SW
Section 16.
d0IMi
on
made
Jan.
Homestead
It
16,
bee"
would
to
1908,
had
not place us in an enviable position to be demand and that It then
California expositions.
what
lealIy
Xotice if hereby given that the ui
to tainty as
Townish 22 N., Range 1 W, N. M. P.
proceed
No.
or
one of a very few, to fail in being represented
the only state,
for SE 14
v uo "J
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l
uur3
iMriottucu wnc. uu mo iiu uuj ui Entry
!' tin vena ' a hw.rtPAl.i.ti
"
' jjmmv
has filed notice of IntenMeridian,
"
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E
SE
Sec 26, NB
not do any good to give the impression that the state is either indolent,
uc
March A. D. 1913, duly appointed Ex NE
U1,I1S "au IttuI
ci me uuu Andrews school of politics jt.i.
tion to make five year proof, to est want
NE
Section
16
or poverty stricken.
N..
to make ouro!vcs noticed in every " nui
35,
and
I
scientists
doctors
ecutors
of
Township
do
the
of
wish
Abraham
the
Estate
uig enougn to run the show
tablish claim to the land above depossible way.
would agree.
Staab, deceased, by the Probate Court Range 10 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
scribed, before Charles W. Holman,
.
filed
of
notice
Intention
to
five
make
ot
Fe
ot
New
Santa
"JIM" WILSON REINSTATES
County, State
U S. Comr., Cabezon, N. M., on March
to
to
claim
year
establish
the
proof,
Of course, tha fact that hairpins were found in the ruins of Chancellor
Mexico, and having duly qualified as
JUST LOOKING ON.
MAN HE DISMISSED.
3,
l..nd
above
was
new
house
before
which
in
blown
described,
London only- presents a
up
Lloyd George's
Register
Just to stand and look on some- st:ch Executors, all persons having
names
as witnesses:
case of circumstantial evldonce, even though it is a little suggestive of
and claims against the Estate of said de- and Receiver, U. S. Land Office, ai "Claimant
times
the
greatest
pleasure
gives
Washington, D. C, March 6. The
Dnran,
are hereby notified and re- Santa Fe, N. M., on the lfith day of Nicolas Gutierrez, Trinidad
sees
cedent
in
that
one
often
suffragette presence.
the
position
last act of James Wilson as secretary
0
Juan Duran, all of La Jara, N. M.; J.
more than those who ore In the thick quired to present the same to the un- April, 1913.
of
was
to
agriculture
reinstate C. G. of any movement or active particl- - dersigned in the manner and within Claimant names as witnesses:
Marino Cordova, of Cuba, N. M.
Undoubtedly when Major Llewellyn came up to this session he expected,
Marcellno Sandoval, Canuto Ortiz,
as every statesman does, to add to his reputation, but there ia some reason Elliott as chief engineer of drainage pant ln any fleld of operation,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
the time prescribed by law.
Cesario DeLora, Mateo DeLora, all
to doubt that the major intended to do it in just the way he has.
.Mcousouuiia in me aepartment or I was thinking of the work of the Later March 5th, A. D. 1913.
Register.
of Santa Fe, N. M.
o
agriculture. Elliott was dismissed by legislative session, just drawing to a
JULIUS STAAB.
P.
MANUEL
OTERO.
Gertrude Atherton says that American women are "oysters." Well Secretary Wilson for his attitude in close, and I am wondering what In
It will not pay you to waste your
LOUIS ILFELD,
the department of agriculture's con- thunder the members of the legisla--,
. Register. time writing out your legal forms
MAX NORDHAUS,
enough to eat.
jt must be admitted that some of them do look good
.
nection
n
with the Florida Everglades ture and Charlie Spiess and Charlie
Executors of the Estate of Abrawhen yon can get them already printA congressional
The coal men must have some kind of an agreement with the weathet Investigation.
ham Staab, deceased.
com- Springer and Holm O. Bursum came)
Address Just Try a New Mexican Want A ed at the New Mexican Printing
man. It looks to the consumer like a frame-up- .
mittee vindicated him.
it you i
hero, for and spent sixty days.
Of
quick returns.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Company.
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UniUd Stales o America,
went for Wilson and Marshall at the
lasl election, and that so far the bul-lets have not come across the border
from the country of the Diaz's Oroz-co's, and Xapata"s which is 100 milea
Free
away to the south. Hillsboro

tion on the bill to abolish tin inocut-- j
ell police force but it did vary pr.iced-- j
tire to the extent of passing the Nil-varro hill which im ides for a Irgal
fence. These un'iiMireH also v, ere

!

Are You Nervous?

passed

WAXTED - Men's washing. Mrs.
t
a Freeman, J1S San Francisco St..
i:fi, mi act relaiive
tile locution of the western xt"ii.iiu,i
of the cniniiiu real,
maFOR SALE Cabinet
sewing
S. li. No. 17i, authorizing county chine, brass bed and oilier furniture.
j
110 College street.
to
commissioners
transfer
funds from court house repair fun I to
the court house building fund.
Want, to sell or trade your property?
Ask for our free big list.
S. Sub for H. IS. No. lis. uuiliori.i'ig
Soil b west
counties to borrow money for the Keal Estate Exchange, Moriarty, N.
M.
building of bridges.
H. B. No. "SI!, providing additional
FOR SALU Second hand bugpy,
funds for district
pay and expense
'judges outside of their districts. This used only a short time, rubber tires,
bill was opposed by Senator Hums uulomoble scat. Cost $12.'), will tal;.
and by Senator Mabry both taking SCO. Call 22:: Hickox street.
tht" ground that the judges knew what
ROOMS FOR Iti'.'XT
they were to receive when they be-- :
One of two
came candidates and that they might furnished rooms and a suite of rooms
in
be called outside of their districts
ail with steam heat and modem consome cases. .Mr. Burns asserted that veniences. Apply 27 Washington
it was not right to expect the taxpay- a v enue.
ers to provide additional
pay for
them. The bill however, was passed. ..SALESMAN to sell new education
The senate tabled S. B. No. 109 pro- specialty to school boards. Exclusive
viding payment of traveling expenses territory. No compentition.
Liberal
for the delegates to the various na proposition. Union School Furnishiue
tional conventions of the political Company, 1034 W. Van Buren St., Chi- parties of the I'nited States.
;cago, 111.

What makes you nervous? It is the weakness of your
womanly constitution, which cannot stand the strain of the
hard work you do. As a result, you break down, and ruin
your entire nervous system. Don't keep this up! Take
Cardui, the woman's tonic. Cardui is made from purely
vegetable ingredients. It acts gently on the womanly organs,
and helps them to do their proper work. It relieves pain
and restores health, in a natural manner, by going to the
source of the trouble and building up the bodily strength.

Press.

II.

11.

Xii.

PROCEEDINGS OF CITY COUNCIL.
March 4, 1913.
Regular meeting called to order by
Mayor Lopez; city clerk called the
p
roll. Members present: Councilmen
.
Alarid, R. L. Baca, Nick Baca, It. L.
'
and Shoemaker; absent: ConnLopez
You old people; Syrup of Figs is this decaying waste and poisons into cllmell Armijo Ackers
and Butts
particularly for you. You who don't blood. You will never get feeling Quomm being 'vreBettl the eouncil pro.
exercise as much as you need to; who right until this is corrected but do ceede(1 to bUSines8like the easy cnair. iou, wuose siep.u; genuy. uon t uave a uuwei waau- of officers read and referred
are slow and whose muscles are less day: don't use a bowel irritant. For to Reports
finance committee.
ef- use
must
You
realize
that
only gentle,
elastic.
yourjycur sake, please
City attorney was instructed to pre-- j
11
- .,A
r, Cirpiin rt Uiira
Than vftll OTP
rt lutu'nla li vc f .
a proclamation for the elect. on of.
pare
of
not drugging yourself, for Syrup
also become less active.
or education.
Don't regard Syrup of Figs as Figs is composed of only luscious figs, a city board is the
Mrs. Grace Fortner, of Man, W. Va., took Cardui.
list of judges and
Following
which can not
physic. It stimulates the liver and sennaand
places of election adopted by the city
This is what she says about it: "I was so weak and
bowels just ns exercise would do if you injure.
will gently, council:
A teaspoonful tonight
took enough of it. It is not harsh
nervous, I could not bear to have anyone near me. I had
At the house of
The help but thoroughly, move on aud out of "Ward Xo.
like salts or cathartics.
fainting spells, and I lost flesh every day. The first dose
s hich
Sena.
Judges of election,
Syrup of Figs gives to a torpid your system by morning all the sour
of Cardui helped me. Now, 1 am entirely cured of the
and
food
is
CamSeferino Alarid, Manuel llaca y
bile, poisonous fermenting
liver and weak, sluggish bowels
waste matter without gripe pos and Luis Lujan.
.clogged-uharmless, natural and gentle.
fainting spells, and I cannot say enough for Cardui, for I
When eyes grow dim.
Ward No. 2 At justice of peace of
you help nausea or weakness,
know it saved my life." It is the best tonic for women.
Ask your fice. Judges, Julian Grace, Luis Baca
But get the genuine.
them. Do the same with your liver
Do you suffer from any of the pains peculiar to women?
and bowels when age makes them less druggist for the full name, "Syrup of and Pedro Quintana.
Cardui. It will help you. Ask your druggist.
Take
Senna."
of
Is
and
Refuse,
more
Elixir
There
active.
nothing
Ward No. 3 At Ambrosio Ortiz's
other
mean
with
Syrup
bowels
uortant. Clogged-uPig
Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept. Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.,
contempt, any
house. Judges, Joe Ma. Garcia, Am- book, "Home Treatment for Women," sent Iree. J 60
for Special Instructions, and
l"c
TYPEWRITERS
!
mat
Ortiz
uecaj.ng, .e. .neimns
brosio
Pedro
Sandoval.
and
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
,.
is clogged mere ana me pores or aucis me miiiuruia rig oyruii vuuiauj.
At the house of
Ward No.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
in these thirty feet of bowels suck Read the label.
,
Garcia. Judges, Santana
MASCN1C.
platens furnished. Hibbons and supMontezuma
Octaviauo Rodriques and Meliton
Lodge plies. Typewriters sold, exchcanged
Standard makes handled.
No. 1, A. F. & A. M and" rented.
Castillo.
of Now Mexico, and that a copy of this
L. Seligman for the appointment
communi A" repair work and typewriters
Regular
Alarid, surveyor general:
By motion of Councilman
resolution be by the clerk of said city
f
Santa Fe Typewriter
first Monday antecd.
chairmau of the light committee, the Be It Resolved by the City Council of; of Santa Fe transmitted to the prcsl-..that change, Phone 2M1 W.
each
month
to
was
instructed
notify
city attorney
dint of the I'nited States.
City of Santa Fe:
Masonic
Hall at
the manager of the Water & Light
That, Whereas, the Honorable James STATE OF NEW MEXICO, )
?:."10.
at
rooms
of
one
in
the
safe
keeping
WAS IT BILLY'S?
company, that the city council agrees L Seligman, of Santa Fe, .New Mexico,!
Rooms, Houses & Ranches
E. R. PAUL, W. M.
)
Jeff Hightower this week brought the Cardenas at the depot but es- to enter Into a contract with same iu
nunrtnuiio for Hnnnintment tn the
City of Santa Fe,
!CHAS. E. L1NNEY, Secretary.
What Have You to Rent?
to the Times office what was left of caped by crawling over the transom company, at present number of lights omoe oi- surveyor general for New
I, Celso Lopez, mayor of the city
List it with MRS. SUMMERS, Room
an old early date Winchester . rifle. and was lost sight of for a time. A and at the same rate, and if agree- - jrexico.
cer-- !
New
of
Mexico,
Fe,
Santa
hereby
Santn Fe Chapter No 1, Laughlin BIock.
This gun was found by the old
general order was immediately sent ment is satisfactory to said company,
L.
Alinj whereas, the said James
tify that the above and foregoing is 'i
1, R. A. M.
Rooms and bouses furnished or unspring and had evidently been out to all conductors to keen a watch mayor and city clerk are instructed to Seligman is preeminently well quall-sig- true and correct exemplification of the
Regular
second furnished.
one that had been left by some of out for the missing passenger. WedA select list
convocation
said contract.
fied t0 ,n Buia ornce t0 the satisfac- original resolution as the same was
always on
the early day bad men. The gun nesday afternoon, the conditeto;- of
Monday of each month hand.
By motion of Conncilman R. L. Baca tion of the public, and whereas the passed bv the cltv council of the city
when found was almost completely No. 9 saw the man just Vac, other the city attorney,
at Masonic Hall at
of said ap- - 0 s!intn Fe, New Mexico, at its regit-cittogether with the long and efficient sen-icThe side of Wooten near the tunnel, ap
buried in the dirt and rock.
7:30 p. m.
theto
in
were
for
instructed
March
improveclerk,
on
compare
held
working
ar
plicant
Tuesday,
lncoting
woodwork had rotted off and part parently intending to hoof it to the
J. A. MASSIE,
Saves You Time and Money.
Seligman the books of ment of said city of Santa Fe, together; jtn 1!li:
was rusted j coast, i;ue tram waB stopped and with
of the metal mechanism
H.
P.
ARTHUR
SELIGMAN,
moral
here-anto
informalast administration
with the applicant's splendid
get
witness Whereof. I have
out. Jeff says that It was found some the man induced to get on board. At the
Secretary.
for those who have paid for the
business reputation, have com-- ' unt0 Bet my j,ttn(j ami caused to he
little time ago, but was brought tc Raton, the passenger was placed in tion
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
consid- ufllxr-favorable
of
to
San
and
him
street
the
mended
this
Francisco
said
of
seal
official
paving
the
in
city
him this week. He also says that
care of Depot Master Corbet; who Palace avenue and
Santa
Fe
Commander)'
council.
D.
amounts
of
eration
this
HU:l.
A.
Htli
of
paid.
March,
day
his opinion it was owned by Billy the accompanied him to Albiuiueroue and
No. 1, K. T. Regular
ATTORNEYS
The matter of fees claimed by city
CELSO LOPEZ,
Therefore. Be It Resolved. That said (SEAL.)
Kid. There are numerous notches and turned him over to the Santn Fe serconclave fourth Monmeet-j
Mayor,
marks on the breech which also bear vice men who will see him safely at attorney was left for the next
jalm;g j Seligman be and he is here-- !
day in each month at
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
togAttest: FACl'NDO ORTIZ, City
the evidence of extreme age.- - Vortales his destination. Raton Range.
by endorsed as an applicant for saM
Masonic Hall at 7:30
City Attorney.
of
Clerk.
j
seconded
and carried that appointment as surveyor general
Moved,
Times.
m.
p.
Capital City Bank Building,
the city attorney bo instructed to preC.
E.
THAT BARBED WIRE.
JH
WESLEY O. CONNER,
Rooms
FISHING FOR TOOLS.
pare a suitable resolution endorsing
W, E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
George W. Frenger had a painful ac- the candidacy of Hon. Charles
Work on the oil well has been temF.
a cident on Wednesday evening when
as
time
until
such
to
for
of
the
stopped,
office
porary
appointment
torn and Easley
Santa Fe Lodge of Per
HARRY D. MOULTON,
few new fishing tools can be procur- his upper lip and face were
postmaster at Santa Fe and that the
defection
No. 1, 14th
wire
the
Attorney-at-Law- .
fhen
barber
scratched
by
have
been working
ed. The drillers
of Baid city transmit a duly auclerk
Aca
and
Ancient
into
was
horse
he
trotted
Santa
gree.
driving
Fe, New Mexico.
the past week drilling down to the lost
thenticated copy of said resolution
on
addition throw- to the
cepted Scottish Rite of
Formerly Special Agent. G. L. O.
of
United
the
of
States.
drill, which they have reached, and a fenceSir. the Palmer
henettt
president
any person
Free Masonry meets on (,arui claims and Contests a SpolaltJ!
Representatives Carter and Smith the state, for the
Frenger over the dashboard Be It Resolved by the City Council of
little experimenting proved to them ing
offered a resolution In the house yes- interested. The secretary shall keep the third Monday of each month at cha
the horse and then
a
the
of
heels
r
Fa.i
under
on
those
from
tools
that other fishing
the City of Santa Fe:
terday which had it been adopted, the minutes of the proceedings of the 7:30 o'clock in the evening in the New
hand were necessary. In cleaning out into the fence.
door
the
Honorable
closed
the
Rite
board at regular and special meetiugs, Cathedral.
Scottish
That, Whereas,
would have effectively
Visiting
EASLEY & EASLEY,
The cut was a bad one requiring Charles
the well after the drillings to reach
F. Kasley, of Santa Fe,
on lobbyists and politicians while that and also all record books, reports and Masons are cordially invited to attend.
aw.
Attorneys-a-t
the tools in the bottom were made, oil several stitches in the lip and leaving
re-is a candidate for appointment
But the house
other papers and documents belongis in session
JAMES A. MASSIE, 32,
in the Courts and before
Practice
has been brought up each time, which some ugly gashes in his face. Mrs. to the office of postmaster at said city body
sc
file
and
shall
resolution
to
to
the
he
Master
Venerable
the
fused
thereby
board,
adopt
h,g
Land Department.
augurs well. The company's plan is to Frenger was with him en route to of Santa Fe, New Mexico,
permitting the privileges of the floor curely keep all reports made to him by CIIAS. A. WHEELON, Secy.
Land grants and titles examined.
town and when the accident occurred
fish the tools out, put down the
he
so
conspicuous the different sheep inspectors;
And, Whereas, the qualifications of to the outside persons
seat
Santa
Fe, N. M., branch Ofiice, Eta-cia- ,
efsary casing, and put things In shape was thrown back into the buggy
shall keep a record showing the numof- - there of recent days,
B. P. O. E.
N. M.
so that the well will have a chance to without injury other than a nervous said Charles F. Easley to fill said
Santa Fe LodgeNo
Some of the members asserted thai ber of sheep in the different counties
show just what it is worth commer- shock. Dr. Gerber treated the wounds flee, and his general mental and moral
to
the
him
of
state
as
the
P.
by
O.
on
B.
to
the
are
to
reported
worth
him
commend
such as
460,
E,
as soon as Mr. Frenger reached him
M. J. McGUINNESS
they opposed the resolution
cially Farmington Enterprise.
names of the
Its regular
holds
and today the patient is doing business the favorable estimation of this body, ground that it would not only bar sheep inspectors, the
Attorney-at-Law- .
numand
owners
the
cession on the sec- Room 12, Second
Therefore, Be It Resolved, That lobbyists, but that it would likewise different sheep
THE WAY TO DO IT.
quite as usual, slightly disfigured but
Floor, Capital City
fourth
ond
and
said Charles F. Easley be and he is prevent members of the press from at ber of sheep owned by each; from the
Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
B. R. McLaren, who came here dur- busy as ever. Las Cruces Republican
he
of
the
cf
each
as
for
sheep
as
inspectors
reports
Wednesday
an
endorsed
house
hereby
sessions, except
applicant
tending the
ing the holidays, bought a farm near
shall also keep a "record of the nummonth.
Vi kiting
the said appointment as postmaster spectators in the galleries
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
THINKS IT'S OLD MEXICO.
his father in the Quay neighborhood
ber of sheep shipped out of the state
are invitbrothers
said city of Santa Fe, New Mexico,
of
follows:
was
as
resolution
The
Dentist.
the
place The editor is in receipt of a letter and that a
began at once to improve
Into
the
ed and welcome.
copy of this resolution be
Whereas, the time provided by the and the number imported
a frionri In AToMr Vnrlr a Tipll
anil hafl nnw nnp nf tbo hpRt rpflidpnCefi
Ovr
Spitz
Jewelry Store
rec-FRANK T. BL.ANDY,
the cIerk of sai1 city of Santa Fe constitution for the present session of state each year. He shall keep a
Rooms l, 2 and 3.
in that section, bought eight register-- j known lawyer and formerly assist-!bhe
brands
wherein
and
of
ord
Exalted
exRuler,
marks
to
he
soou
will
transmitted
of
the
the
the state legislature
president
Phone Red 6.
ed Jerseys, three
horses, ant district attorney under Jerome,
P M. A. LIEN A U,
nited States.
hausted and there can be no other shall enter and record all marks filed
Office Houre 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
55 hens and he has sold over 50 dozen from which it appears that knowledge,
book
said
which
him
for
with
Secretary
record,
And by Appointment.
regular session therefor for two years,
eggs, makes two pounds of butter a 'about New Mexico is somewhat vagna j STA,E OF NEW MEXICO, )
of
each
record
of
shall show the date
and
cows, an.,! in his mind. Like many others he is
day from two
Santa Fe Camp
City of Santa Fe.
has hardly gotten started. This Is misled by the name New Mexico and '
irtiafnn. Ihiti-- am manv menHilvefl mark, the name of the owner and his
M. W. a
13514,
generally, he
ot nnHi,r which postoffioe r address, and,
of Old,
the way for a man to make good in thinks we are a province
., Celso l.mM .mnvnr nf tho eitv nf Lul mUi, u 1II1HU1
et,Tues..i it
second
meets
.n,l
New Mexico. Have an income from Mexico. He says:
Santa Fe, New Mexico, hereby certify j should be fully and unbiased considerday each month, so- Office 202 Water St., Hours, I to J P. M
functions as may be required of him
which you can meet expenses during
"Some day I hope to give myself the tllut the above and foregoing is a truej ed by the house of representatives
cial meeting third
the winter months, then plant and cul pleasure of breathing the pure, dry and correct exemplification of the during the remaining few days of this under the rules and regulations and
220 W
at Fire- nnlt!ITv
Tuesday
li.utrimtln,,. rtf Ilia ahaon
tivate properly and the harvest is and dusty air of New Mexico. My ; original resolution as the same was session; ana
Phones jj Office,
9 J
man's Hall. Visit
Residence,
be
shall
The
paid
..
board.
secretary
No
one
we
heard
that
have
yet
yours.
Idea of Hlllsboro at the present time passed by the city council of the city
welcome.
Whereas, such consideration of
his
for
neighbors
ing
0P
Bunn
compensation
of has made a howling success cursing Is a serie8 of adol)e
saiary
bomb-proof- s
ix-Rof Santa Fe, New Mexico, at is regular
when freed
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul.
Work. Portable Coils to be
upon
servlces a8 may be
the country and waiting for something around which the inhabitants craw, meeting held on Tuesday evening, measures may best bethehad
and
P.
Clerk.
from
A.
outside;
Influence
E.
ROBINSON,
twfiGn lljm and th(J bf)ard
to turn up. Get busy and turn some. upon th(,lr tummies dodging Mexican March 4th, 1913.
used
at patient's home.
Whereas, it is the custom for mauy'CHILI LINE GETS IN
thing up. Tucumcari News.
bullets. If I am in error, I trust that' In Witness Whereof, I have here- ODD
interests
of
FELLOWS,
special
BAD WITH MR. VARGAS,
,you will not fail soon to remove this unto set my hand and caused to be af- - representatives
them men high in councils of
M. D.,
Nos
WENT DIPPY ON TRAIN.
iC. C.
The hou(je V(!Bterllay passed th(,
fixed the official seal of said city this among
impression.
on
r
political parties, to be present
of the
..anti.raiiroad"
A gentleman passenger on Santa
meets4
legislation
regular?!
311(1 SURGEON,
PHYSICAN
For his information and for that of 5th day of March, A. P. 1913.
.
,,,
,,
of the house during closing days:... .. ... .,. ..
Fe Limited No. 3 en route from Jer- the other readers of the Press in the! (SEAL,)
CELSO LOPEZ,
8
of the legislative session;
'clo.f Rooms 9 Laughlin Bldg. Calls
,aw H B Xo S9f by Mr. bUcer- o- fTef, Th,usday .7f.niD. a,t).
sey City, N. J., to Los Angeles, be- United States outside of New Mexico,
Mayor,
no
on
rate
Be It Resolved that
a
for
hich
attended day or night,
'y,
Therefore
provides
proi-p- y
came suddenly mentally deranged at we will say that Hillsboro is a pretty! Attest:
FACUNDO ORTIZ, City
er 8 aS welcome'
KOTTrRS:
person other than members of thejall railroads in New Alexico and for
Trinidad Wednesday morning and peaceful little town. located in the Clerk.
shall be ad-- "better" accommodations.
7 10 8 p. IJl
The bill
2 to 4 p. m
left the train. He was locked up for county of Sierra, state of New Mexico,
i9tolIa.m.,
Also a resolution endorsing James house of representatives
nr
UINIUIM
trtrMAL.
AlVltHIUA.
t
r,n tlio frW nf the Ma on wnrriorl. that Knnifi members asNo.
its regular
259, holds
LofW
house reserved for the members there-- sert no matter what accommodations!
Nicholas Montoya,
Pablo Aranda,
tQe first Thursday of eacb
r.f
r.nt -- non invitation of the house are being furnished by any railroad - month at Fireman's
Dan Wright, all of Gold- in. Manuel Vigil,
at
7:30
hall
p.
ill must lurnisn ueuer accommodaN. M.
01
by vote thereof, while in session,
Visiting brothers are invited and welThe .resolution by Mr. Hilton which turns.
MANT EL U. OTERO,
come.
Mr. Vargas was the chief champion
would have shut off the introduction
Register.
BENITO ALARID, President,
of bills after Thursday was taken up of the bill. He attacked the policy DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
was
of the Denver and Rio Grande railroad
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
by the house, but action thereon
deferred until next Wednesday. It is referring to that line as the "Chili
Department of the Interior, V. S.
F. W. FARMER
i!tid Office at Santa Fe, N. M March
probable that the introduction of bills line" and asserting that any one could
No.
Homestead
in the house will be prohibited about sympathize with the passengers on
1, 1.0J.1.
2879,
Brother
three days prior to the date of ad-- ! that railroad if they had tried to sleey
Notice is hereby given that Elizahood of Ameriin a caboose a night or two. He asbeth W. I'robert, widow of William H.
jcurnincnt.
can Yoemen,
soon
as
cros
as
line
serted
that
the
These bills passed the house yesMeets first Frl F'robert, Jr., of Jemez Springs, N. M.,
sed into Colorado the fare w as four
who. on January 2, 1911, made Hometerday:
day of the stead
cents a mile and in New Mexico it was
S. B. No. 91 Relative to the selec-- j
month
at
Entry No. 014779, for NE
the
five cents a mile. He said the people
tion of petit and grand juries.
W
N El-NE
NE
Firemen's Hall. NK
demanded
at
better
accommodations
An
NE1-4- ,
V
II. B. No. 200, by Mr. Chrisman
W
NE
SE
H. Foreman, R. L. Baca,
SB
the
of
road
hands
the
and
cheaper
t NE
act to conserve the waters of New fare. He said New
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
E
SW 4 NE
E
enwas
Mexico
the office of
NH
S
SE
NE
W
SE
j Mexico, create
titled to as much consideration as
Santa Fe Lodge
Sec.
W
SE
SE
SE
Colorado.
vote
The
bill
passed by a
No. 2, Knights
H. B, No. 290, by Mr. Tripp Requir
of 21 T. 20 X.. R. 2 E.. and S
S
or 37 to 8. It is said to be so poorly
Pyt hIas m eets
SW
SW
ing that the secretary of the sheep drawn, however, that It could not be
sw
NE
NK
SW
NE
sanitary board shall be a sheep raiser carried into effect were it placed oa
every Monday .gj.; j.4 j;W
and a practical sheep man and provid the statute books as some of its proevening at 8 o'clock
4 xE
NW
NW
SW
In
Uact
fellows
SW
S
ing regulations for the dipping and visions would be open to all kinds of
SW
i.i SR
Hall.
NE
NE
SE
SW
handling of sheep and for the proced interpretations.
W
cases.
ure of the hoard in certain
All
pec. 19, T. 20 N., R. 3 E., N. M. P.
The following new bills were
The bill is as follows:
Knights are most Meridian, has filed notice of intention
r
Section 1. That Section 22 of Chapcordially invited
to make five year proof, to establish
H, B. No. .117 For construction of
A. RLNKGARDT, K. of R. and S.
ter 33 of the session laws of the terri- irrigation ditches.
claim to the land above described,
A. P. HILL, C. C.
H. B. No. 318. by Llewellyn Pure
tory of New Mexico for the year 1890
V. S, Commissioner, R. H. Whitbe, and the same hereby is, amended (00$ jaw
11;"
ing, at Albuquerque, X. M., on April
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
bo as to read as follows:
jr B. No 19 An act to amend laws
14, 1913.
Sec. 22. The secretary of the sheep of 38th lecislatlve assemhlv.
Department of the interior, IT. S.
Claimant names as witnesses: L.
M Marcn M. Fenton and W II.
w,nce al Baula re'
sanitary board snau oe an expenenc-- j. H R No 320 Providing for
Rogers, Jemez
This
food
ed sheepman, Having practical Know.-- nis)ling reCords of V. S. Land Office.!
lal'i'
Bletcher
Springs, N. M.; Winfred
Is
otice
hereby given that Roberto aii l W. Garrett, Senorito, X. M.
edge of the sheep business and the
h. B. No. 321, by R. L Baca Prodish
home
range In New Mexico, and before lieiyidlng for appeals in certain cases. iArniijo, of Golden, N. M., who, on
MANUEL R. OTERO.
enters the duties of his office, qualify
H. B. No. 322 Regarding findings of December 17, 3907, made Homestead
Register.
'
by giving a bond to the state of New district court.
Entry 05203, No. 12570. for SE
6
8
13
N..
ction
Mexico with good and sufficient sure14,
Xo.
323. by Cafon Reeardine
H. B.
Township
Range
Foley Kidney Pills will reach your
E.. X. M. P. Meridian, has filed no- - InHivirlnnl raso in vnn have anv form
ties, to be approved by the president municipal bonds.
H. B. Xo. 324 For training of rural tire of intention to make five year!0f kidney or bladder trouble,
of the board, in a sum of not less than
any
one thousand dollars ($1000) condi school teachers.
proof, to establish claim to the land backache, uric acid poisoning or irretioned for thefaithful performance of SENATE PASSES THE
above descrbed, before H. C. Klnsell, gular and painful kidney action. They
FENCE BILL FINALLY. TJ S.. Commissioner at Stanley, X. M., are strengthening, tonic and curahis duties under the laws and the rules
Made by the Pure Pood Factorles?of Postum Cereal Co., Ltd., Battle Creek, Mich.
g
and regulations of the board, which The senate yesterday afternowi fol- on the 14th day of April, 1913.
tive, and contain no
bond may be sued upon in the name of lowed its precedent of putting off ac- Claimant names as
witnesses: drugs. For sale by all druggists.
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Shivery Mornings
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When the wind blows
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something hot tastes cracking good.

4

4

4
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4
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Post Tavern Special

Is just the thing.

flavours of wheat, corn and
folks quickly
that the

4

4

4

2

appreciate.
Sold by Grocers Everywhere.

4

2

2

kr

The New Hot Porridge

pleasing blend of the rich
rice makes a fetching breakfast

2

4

4

visiting;

e
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"Tomorrow's Breakfast"

habit-formin-

and prescribed for all points
within the state of New Mexico, which
i i no case should exceed
the rate ap-- j
Iplicable to and from the city of 1.1
il'iiBO, Texas, ut points directly
therewith within the state of
'New Mexico, and for sufh reasonable
and just regulations with reference
and minimum
tc classification
weight as may he fhown to he
Seasonable and lawful; and for such
other and further relief as the ronv
mission may find upon Investijiatieii
land hearing Unit the complainant is
entitled.
"That owing to its grunt Importancf
land the scope covered in this com
of
plaint, and the many questions
rates Involved herein, it is respectfully requested that the' investigation
and hearing he held before the full
commission at Washington, D. C, in
order that ready access may be had
lo the tariff flics and records of your
commission, and that petitioners be!
'duly notified of the date upon which
the same will be heard.
t,nimd

F. ANDREWS

e

Grocery, Bakery and Market.
POR

No. 4

car-!loa-

LIMITED TIME:

A

per can,
Banquet Tomatoes,
"
"
dozen,
per
"
"
per case,
Banquet are the standard No. lYi a regular
seller. Our price 10c per can.

Phone

WEDNESDAY,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

EIGHT

PAGE

ANDREWS

$ .10
1.20

2.35
2 for 25c

PhoneNo-- 4
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THE WEATHER.
Santa Ke, X. M March

0.

Sat. March 8th

For

ness with rain in east portion
night or l'riday.

to- -

s

any news, pleace phone "31 J."
Billard

W

at

THE CLARENDON GARDEN

MISS A. MUGLER

The New Mexican, If your business;
ii about advertising, subscriptions or
job work, please call up "31 W." If
you wish to speak to the editor or give
will make

your abstracts

i

The chance of the season. Hear
David Bispham at the Elks' tonight.
Don't Forget the Box Supper rrl- day evneing at the Methodist church.
Ladies' Aid Society.
Garment designing is an art based
on geometry.
Tailoring is a trade
tasen on anatomy. W. II. Goehel Co.
The Woman's Aid Society of the
Presbyterian church will meet with
Mrs. O. h. Owen at 2:30 p. m. Friday.
The store. 'the goods, the service.
Reason enough why we should serve
jou. Zook's' Pharmacy.
liMarriage License A marriage
cense was Issued to Francisco Aranda
and Mauuelita Martinez, of Espanola.
Probate Court The probate court
met to read the last will of A. Staab.
The court appointed Louis Ilfeld, Max
KcrdhRiis and Julius Staab executors
to serve without bond.
FOR RUNT A three or six room
louse furnished or unfurnished. Apply to D. S. Lowitzki.
reI have just
Ladies Attention
ceived a fine line of spring styles for
suits, jackets, skirls and long coats.
Come and Inspect them. Prices
Julius Muralter, 101 Wash
ington Ave.
The Public is cordially Invited to
attend a Uox Supper given by the
Ladies' Aid Society of St. John's M. E.
church in the basement of the church.
Friday evening, March, 7th, 19l:.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent.
The finest rooms in the city, having
electric liaM. steam heat an! haths.
loThe European Hotel, centrally
cated. State Progressive Headquarters in the hotel.
From 28 to 49 degrees was the
rr.nge In temperature here yesterday
and the average relative humidity was
At ti a. m. today the
41 per cent.
mercury stood at .'10 degrees. Yester
day was partly cloudy but a very
pleasant day suggesting the climatic
delights of spring and summer in
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Latest Arrivals in the
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will be on display
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CORNER PLAZA.

SOIPITT

HE WOULD END
LAND GRANTS BY
BUYING THEM UP

THE
JEWELER

Representative 'fully, today introduced in the house a unique memorHEADQUARTERS FOR
ial asking the federal government to
purchase all land grunts in New Mexico and open them to settlement, just
Cor';
State
submitted,
"Respectfully
as the Indian reservations have been
.Mexico
Commission
of
Xew
(oration
opened in other stales. Mr. Tully, in;
Hugh H. Williams, Chairman; M. S.
his memorial to the house,
explaining
Groves, O. I.. t)wen, Commissioners.
asserted that the project was prac-- )
"Attest: Kdwin P. Coard, Clerk;
Ileal and that it would forever elimiThe stale fupivim; court Is In ses- $;;s in osts which separated him from Frank W. Clancy, Attorney General."
nate the tax dodging land grants from
So he continued to serve,'
AND
Hon again today. Theie were present freedom.
New Mexico. The memorial is as
and
ALLEGED
Justice
week
STOLEN
Mr.
after
PURSE
week,
after
'day
thief Justice Roberts,
day,
follows:
FOUND ON SIDEWALK.
tinker, Mr. Justice Jlunna, Attorney month after month. There seemed
Coun no way out excepting by paying those
Requesting congress to pass an ucti
Cieneral Clancy and Supreme
A small
(I.
Chicago, 111., March
to provide for the purchase ot all
Clerk Jose I). Sena. The case heard costs and he couldn't raise the money, black purse containing a check for
land grants in New Mexico, place the
this mdrning was No. ljtiH, one of the. Governor McDonald's attention was $41,000 on the State Bank of Elkhart,
land of said grants in the homestead
two murder cases on the docket for brought to Hie case and today the lnd., made payable to "H. J.. Stevens"
class, segregate the mineral rights on
Are II HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED
this term. It Is the Stale of New Mex- - governor remitted the costs and out and signed "Mrs. Mabel Mills" was
said lands and place them under the
Sanchez
yj walked Keller a free man. An effort found on the side walk at North Clark
ico, Appellee, vs. Jose
OCCASIONALLY.
United States mining laws for loca Annijo, Appellant. It was argued and in being mande to change the law so street and Center avenue last night
tion and development, clussity said
'that a man will not, have to stay in In, Win
submitted.
nUino p anlnnnfcppTlpp nf
lauds into agricultural, grazing, timjail for life when he has costs to pay 'iMiili North Hastead street.
FIVE AWAIT DEATH.
the coin.
ber and mineral lands, and provide
It was stated today on good author- pud cant raise
hile the find appeared on the
for the lease and sale of same.
COMMISSION.
Mex
New
of
in
the
never
could
to
be
the
f,,cp
history
gellllillG)
poljce
ity
Whereas, the state of New. Mexico
The case of the New Mexico t'orpor-- ! not disregard the theory of a Jtoas
ico have there been so many uier.
has within its boundaries a number of
hi the penitentiary at one time await- ation Commission vs. The A. T. &
theory was strengthened by the
large land grants which contain valuing sentence of death. It is said thai F. railway, et. al., is now in Washing-- j fuct that Mrs. .Mills has no account
able agricultural, grazing, timber and
there are no less than five with this ton before the Interstate Commerce iat the Elkhart bank mid that, she and
The case involves cer Stevens apparently have had no busi-taimineral lands, now owned and hold
sentence over their heads, and these Commission.
schedules and it. takes sixty-fivlive are charged wiili five
separate
by individuals and corponitimiB.-.whicpCss relations.
There were four men sen Tinted panes to explain it. In con-- j
are being offered for sale and which
murders.
The check was contained in a man s
need to death on the charge of one elusion the complaint says:
card case. The whole matter was
ought to be developed, but which are
and developed
murder some years ago.
"Wherefore, this complainant prays threshed over at detective headuuar-tha- t
being sold,
the defendants herein named and1 tors, and in the end Acting Chief of
NEW COMPANY.
too slowly; and,
Arizona-NeMexico Sheep each of them he served with a copy Detectives Tohin pronounced the find
The
-Whereas, it is deemed advisable
(( in puny, an Arizona concern, capitali- of this complaint, and that they lie
valueless and sent. it. hack to Di that New Mexico should provide for
zed at $100,0011. was admitted to the quired lo answer the charges herein ).og.
II
the immigration of more people to said
slate today. The company will have contained; and, after such hearing1 Jt is dated March 1, l:H:i, the date
.
Is also in need of morel
and
state;
its main office in New Mexico in the and investigation as prescribed
by on which .Mrs. Mills, now at Kansas
land on which to base and
developed
t
demand-thaan
be
with Charles law
order may
entered
city of Albuquerque
City, claims to have lost or been (n
celled taxes for support of the count hadwick agent.
such defendants cease and some, manner deprived ot $41,000 in
irg
ty and state government; and
..
idesist from said viloations of the Act thousand dollar bills. Mrs. Mills had
A, FREE MAN.
Whereas, the opening of such land
taken dinner with Mrs. II. L. Stevens
George' ivG11tJ''.VikrVe;t a year in the to regulate commerce and that
WE KEEP IT IN STOCK.
grants would increase the population
vas still some able and lawful rates may be ascer- - wife of the man whose name is the
of the state very materially within a
same as that appearing on the check
few .years and assist in building up
found by the saloon man.
MM"
and developing the state generally tor
Mrs. Mills Is In the real estate busiinexpensive
the good of the people nnd the state
ness at San Antonio, Texas, her home.
ftagwaaaTHATaaaaaBaaaaaaBBBBBaaaBBaaaaaaasEsaa
The signature to the check was progovernment; and
Easy to
nounced spurious at the Union Trust
Whereas, said land grants are being
Fe.
Santa
offered for sale at reasonable prices
company bank where Mrs. Mills' signature is on file.
is the Irea) in large acreage, but of which the ina
Zook's Cold Cream
BBBBBBBBBBBEBflBBBi "soinst you that's
Install
BBBBHaaBBa
toilet preparation, especially fine at dividual settler cannot buy small par1 of telegraphing you that something Is WRONG and needs HELP.
r
BOY DIES DESPITE
ex cels; and the state of New Mexico is
ter motoring, driving or
a
?"a m
It may be that your liver is tired nnd refuses to work, or your
" "a
" Beautiful
TRANSFUSION OF BLOOD. ercise. It soothes, softens and beau- unable to purchase said lands; and
to
care.
too
hud
much
do
and
need
have
5
Perhaps
digestive organs
C.
March
skin.
the
Arthur
tifies
Colo.,
Denver,
and
kind
of
blood
Mextoo
is
the
bet
New
food,
of
5
have
your
the
wrong
,i
best
eating
Whereas,
you
part
David Bispham, the great baritone, ico's mineral resources are contained
rich or impoverished. What you need Is a tonic.
Swensen, 11, died last night at a local
S
Serviceable
hospital, after his father John Swen-- at the Elks' tonight.
within the boundaries of said land
8
J. B. Moshon, proprietor of- the
sen, had given up more than a pint of
Pierce's
and are prohibited from being
blood In a vain effort to save the boy's
restaurant, former- grants, up and developed by prosopened
9 will give the required aid. Tones the entire system. The weak stomach is
comas
New
the
Cafe,
life. The boy was an invalid
State
known
from ly
blood is cleansed of all
pectors and miners, and thereby prog5 made strong. The liver vihrat-- with tonew life.veinThe
SANTA FE HARDWARE
SUPPLY CO.
birth. Tuesday night, physicians said plains that some thieves stole from ress of the state is
and nerve and muscle and
renewed health
every
a impurities and carries
being greatly
a
of
he was near death, hut that a trans-- I his restaurant one case
eggs,
a organ of the body. No more attacks of
hindered;
the "blues." Life becomes worth while
S
TJ
fusion of blood might prolong his life. good quantity of potatoes and butte.',
Now Therefore,
We respectfully
eVVS3AJLfV8
J again, and hope takes place of despair.
The father submitted to an operation, and several pieces of silverware. Jusin the name of the people of the
pray,
that
Garcia
the
Maria
Jose
Insist on getting Dr. Pierce' a
tice
says
but the boy lived only until the next
President, World's Dwptntam
Golden Medical DhcovcriJ.
robbers will be caught soon and pun state of New Mexico, that the senate MDC MANTSWA
levelling.
Medical Association, Buffalo, N. Y.
and house of representatives of the
Sold by dealers in medicines.
iZlCaTf
Ished to the full extent of the law.
IMLUiwOiMIB VlCTlM
New Mexican Want Ads always
Anderson Brothers Parcel Delivery. United States of America pass an act
RMMuaaaaaaBBaBaBflaaaaBaBaaaaaaaaaaaaBaBaaBBaaBU
.
the United States shall
bring results. Try it.
Packages and messages delivered to providing that
Mrs. Porlidia Montoya, wife of Juan
any part of the city, 10 cents. Boy purchase the said land grants; that
any second, and minute in the day said lands shall be classified into ag Montoya, died last night at the famBWjl
tj MUUlJEm
llsaBBSaBssMSBaBaaa
Our motto: "Prompt service and saf ricultural, grazing, timber and mine ily home on Alto street of pneumonia
Palace Ave. ral lands! that such of said lands aa after an illness of eleven days. She
Office 21
delivery."
b iii survived
may be deemed desirable shall
Phone 203 J.
by her husband, four
am
Homestead
Laws
the
under
placed
W.
H.
Takes Serum
Treatment
Eons, three daughters and two sisters.
Kerr, the well known barber, is out opened to the citizens ot the United Mrs. Lorenzo Viana, a sister, of
States for settlement; that provisCalifornia, is now enroute to
again, but on crutches, after live weeks ion
shall be made for the lease anr, Santa Fe to attend the funeral. Ser
of misery due to rheumatism. He says
of
sale
and
timber
the
lands,
grazing
vices will be held from Guadalupe
that he has just taken the. serum treat- if
any of such lands are not placed church Saturday morning and burial
ment for the malady and that he bein the homestead class; that all mine- will he In
Guadalupe cemetery. Mrs.
lieves he will soon be free from rheural rights in said land grants so pur- Montoya was wel lknown among the
matic twinges for good. Mrs.
chased shall revert back to the Unipeople of the city
E. Griffin, of Houston, Texas, a
ted States of America, and said mine- and was a
resident of Santa
to
of
arrived
Mr.
has
Kerr,
daughter
ral lands shall be opened and subject Fe. Her many friends will learn witn
be with her father for the next few to location and
under
the deep regret of her sudden death.
development
weeks.
United States Laws and Regulations
See Billard of the Santa Fe Title and that all such lands shall be classi
MRS. LEITER DIES.
Abstract Co. for abslract work.
fied and leased or sold to the people
Washington, D. C, March 6. Mrs.
Tennis Begins An evidence of the at what it cost tb3 United States.
Levi Z. Leiter, widow of the former
mild climate of Santa Fe is seen in
Resolved, That one copy of this me- Chicago merchant, died at her home
the revival of tennis here the first week morial
be sent to each, the president here this afternoon of apoplexy.
of March. Yesterday afternoon the of the United
States, the president of
Mrs. Leiter was Miss Theresa Cartennis devotes, in which trousers and the United States
senate and the ver, daughter of Benamin Carver, a
to
soon
be
arms
and
white
shoes,
spsalcer of the house of representa- descendent fit John Carver, first prestanned, were out on the courts near tives, by the secretary of state of New ident
of Plymouth colony. She was
the high school. Mr. Wells, formerly Mexico.
one of
the mother of four children,
Wittman and
of California, Roland
whom was Mary Victoria Leiter, who
others were seen wielding the rackets
was married to Lord Curzon of
with desterity.
Despite all this talk DEMOCRATS WILL
viceroy of India. A son, Joof high altitude taking away one's
We are showing these
REORGANIZE
Leiter, who made spectacular
seph
breath, tennis enjoys much popularity
deals in wheat on the Chicago Board
days
eveiy Style that is
SENATE of Trade, lives here. The funeral arhere, especially among the young men
and Everything
Correct
'
who are kept indoors most of the day.
is Good in WOMEN'S
that
rangements have not been made.
is
a
ser
health
To trifle with your
LOW SHOES FOR SPRING.
Washington, D. C, March 6. DemoIf you are feeling crats of the senate
ious experiment.
resumed 50,000 WOMEN GET $5
today
out of sorts see your doctor, then their caucus to determine on a plan
IT IS A
OR LESS PER WEEK.
have Zook's fill your prescription.
of
of the senate and
6.
Mora
111.,
March
LUXURY
Springfield,
WANTED A cook. Mrs. George the
of committees that are than fifty thousand women in ChicaM. KiiiBell, 115 E. De Vargas street.
to wear such well made,
to have charge of legislation in the"
go are receiving salaries of $5 or less
Catches Wild Cats Bringing with new congress.
handsome, sty iish 6hoes
Chairman Kern pre- per week, according to reports made
him two skins of wild cats on which sented
as we are now selling'
names of sena- to acting Governor Barrett O'Hara tothe
following
s
Math-iahe draws a bounty of $2 each,
tors who are to compose the steering day by the investigators of the senate
OXFORDS, TIES
Xagel, Jr., was the cynosure of all committee to make
up committee as- white slave commission of which he
eyes this morning as he stood in the
AND
office of tho county clerk.
"I catch signments, and they were unanimously is chairman.
Senators
Kern, Martin,
with the smart, low
these cam in a trap which is uot fixed approved:
BOYS SCOUTS, ATTENTION!
heels with the new reor attached," he explained, "but is Clarke, of Arkansas; Chamberlain,
At the regular meeting of the Boy
dragged along by the animals. I use Owen, O'Gorman, SmitlO'of Georgia;
ceding and high toe
Scouts Friday evening at 7:30 an army
dogs to trail, the cats and usually a Lea, Thomas, ot Colorado.
effect. Leathers of Pat.'
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